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Those who have seen Pixar Entertainment's film "Up" may remember the colorful 
character Ellie; that brilliant, imaginative, outgoing girl who was fun and engaged in the 
world. When the yearbook production class set out to select a theme for the 2014 Torii 
Yearbook, the possibilities seemed endless, and quite honestly, intimidating. Nevertheless, 
we felt that the process of beginning a yearbook with a clean slate of 184 empty pages 
would certainly provide us with quite the adventure, which would take us into every club 
and organization, to every athletic event, into the classrooms, and off-campus to capture 
the lives of Kubasaki's students and teachers. We didn't know how it would all end up. 
It was a bit like Elbe's journey, where we may not always know what lies around the 
corner, or if we re even going to get to where we think we're going, but we do know that 
in the journey, we ve created quite a few stories to tell. It is our job and obligation as a 
yearbook staff to help chronicle in this book your journeys throughout the 2013/2014 
school year, in a book much like Elbe's. We cab it the Adventure Book. 

High school is an adventure. Full of memories, both good and bad. Happy and sad. 
Old friends. Parties. Good times. Significant others and laughter. Music. The inside 
jokes. Dances and the feeling of being on top of the world. Pain when it all comes to an 
end. New friends. Learning to be yourself. The crazy things you talk about in the hallways. 
Helios and goodbyes. Studying for tests, but failing anyway. Not studying at all, but luckily 
passing. Late, sleepless nights. Becoming yourself. The thrill of victory. The agony of 
defeat. Getting through it. High school is an adventure. Full of memories. Good and 
bad. Happy and sad. On behalf of the 2014 Torii Yearbook Production class, we hope 
you enjoy your adventure book and the many stories it shares. 
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EXPERT EXPLORERS 
EDITORS IN CHIEF 

GHIA ULREY CRYSTAL SIEBEK 
Working as Editor-in-Chief 
with a completely new staff 
was challenging. Luckily, I had 
Crystal who was the only 
returner to the class as my co-
editor. Even though it was 
stressful at times, I did enjoy 
producing the book with my 
staff. From deciding the 
to running into issues with 
layout, photos, or copy, to 
finally sending off the last 
pages to be printed, my staff 
worked diligently to create a 
book that would capture the 
memories of the students at 
Kubasaki. I'm thankful for the 
staff for deciding to take 
Yearbook and I'm proud of the 
effort they put in to create this 
book. 

HIEF PHOTOGRAPHER 
MIRANDA FINO 

"Being the Chief 
Photographer for the 

2013-2014 yearbook was 
very challenging, yet 

rewarding at the end. I had 
help from the Editors-in-

Chief and made friends 
along the way. Going 
through thousands of 

pictures was exhausting but 
with the help of the staff, we 

managed to pick the very 
best pictures and create an 

amazing yearbook." 

Going from just a staff 
member last year to an 

Editor-in-Chief this year was 
a drastic yet interesting 

change. It was difficult, but I 
definitley had a lot of fun. 

Overcoming every obstacle 
came our way, Ghia and 

I lead the class to achieve 
many goals. This year, we 

all learned a host of new 
things together and worked 

well. Having a class of 
entirely new staff was hard 

to adjust to but we did it and 
once we had everything 

together, it was amazing. 
Overall, I am happy with the 

way things turned out! 

COPY EDITOR 
justan^B^B 

"This year as Copy Editor 
was a difficult task. Since 
this was my first year at 
Kubasaki, I was excited 
and eager to know I was 
chosen for this position. 
As Copy Editor, I got to 
meet and talk with a lot of 
new people. Along with 
the two Editors-in-Chief, 
Chief Photographer, and 
the yearbook staff, we 
worked hard to make a 
great yearbook." 

JOHNSON 



LAURENN INNS 
SENIOR SECTION LEADER 

"For me, being a senior section leader was a great experience and I 
enjoyed every minute spent with my group. They are all hard workers 
and joyous to be around. If I come back next year, I would be beyond 
lucky if I were to have a group half as talented as mine is this year." 

"CeiiMaf", den't 

Advising a yearbook production is arguably the most difficult task I've 
faced as a teacher. From scheduling hundreds of photo-shoots to editing just 
as many articles and captions, it is a full-time job in and of itself. But I 
couldn't be prouder of this year's class who has continuously stepped up and 
accepted the challenge of producing the pages you see before you. Great job 
yearbook class!! - Mr.West E 

"I was lucky enough to have a very small and cooperative group for a 
class section this year. I had a great group who kept me smiling and 
also got the job done, resulting in an awesome class section! They're 
my homies 4 LYF and this was the best adventure ever!" 

SECTION LEADER 
"Being the Section Leader of Clubs and Organizations was really fun! 
It was interesting to explore all of the clubs I never knew existed and 
I loved putting pages together with my staff to inform anyone who reads 
the yearbook of all the clubs offered here at Kubasaki!" 

SPORTS SECTION LEADERS 
"Being Sports Section Leaders has been a great experience. It felt good 
to be more involved with school events and to be a part of something 
important. Sports Section was a difficult section, but we managed to 
attend the games and accomplish all of our goals." 

i& " uMfcewiob?e" 
RANDII CAVANAUGH 

CLASS SECTION LEADER 
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MORGAN SCHULTZ & 
BREANNA ERLAND 

STUDENT LIFE SECTION LEADER 
"My experience as a section leader has been marvelous, I loved working 
with my section. I didn't expect to meet so many great people and be 
a part of such great things. This class definitely made my Senior year 
special." 

CLUBS & ORGANIZATIONS 

VIVIAN HUERTA I deHt "luidwi&aml" uihtw ux 

SARAH NEGAHNQUET 
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F-ry POST CARD 

/4̂  /Cubasaki, students express themsefies in a waif that is unique and 
fun Student Life is tfie section that focuses on the fives ofour fe/fow "Dragons, 

in and out of schoof. This sections primary focus is to capture off the great 
events that occurred throughout the schoof year and many ofthe amazing 
thmgs Dragons do. From the touchdown that won the ffomecoming game, to 
dancing the nig ft away at the ffomecoming dance, it records off the crazy 
outfits students wore during SpirtUJeeh, and shows the differentfbshion styfes 

of our students. This section is dedicated to immortafizing those memories 
created both on and off catgpus, and show the speciaf bonds we have made 
whife on our acfienture through high schoof. 

•'i C/iSJsv„, 
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Spirit Week (pg. 8-9) 
Pep Rallies (pg. 10-11) 

Homecoming Game/Dance (pg. 12-13) 
Madrigal Dinner/Kris Kringle Fest (pg. 14-15) 

Kubasaki's Bucket List (pg. 16-17) 
JROTC Ball/Talent Show (pg. 18-19) 

Car/Voices From theWorkers (pg. 20-21) 
Tales From the Travelers (pg. 22-23) 

Kubasaki Fashion (pg. 24-25) 
Kubasaki Siblings (pg. 26-27) 

The Dragon's Calendar (pg. 28-29) 
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In a mighty pose, James Keller shows off 
his heroic side during Super Hero day. Only 

he knows the secret meaning behind the 
letter "R". 

Catwoman Jessica Meno, and 
Supergirl Jessica Freedman save 

the day by capturing the evil 
mastermind Luke Pirrotta in his 

feeble attempt to destroy the 

Kubasaki's students and teachers 
were filled with excitement 
to participate in Spirit Week this 
year. The entire school became a 
labyrinth of vibrant outfits, 
lookalikes, awareness colors, and 
super heroes as well as villains. 
Kubasaki spirit rang through the 
halls of the school and green ran 
through the students' veins. This 
week gave opportunities for many to 
explore their own unique ways to 
express school spirit. Some even 
showed off their inner personalities, 
their taste for the unusual, festive 
outfits, and creativity that are 
normally not seen by buddies 
around campus. 

F(LJBRSRKI DRAGONS GOIN' WLLD 
WITH SCHOOL SPIRIT! 

RWRRENESS ORT 
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"EveRrBoor TELL 
Go DRAGONS! " 

Pep rallies are a worldwide high school tradition which every student looks 
forward to. It sets out to hype up all the student and faculty before the end of the season 
games. During this time Kubasaki High School comes together to show off their school 
spirit and participate in fun activities that are put together by our student council. 
Activities include an intense battle of tug-a-war between each class, a student vs 
faculty basketball game, and the traditional class spirit challenge in which each class 
yells to prove who has more spirit. Of course the seniors always win! Kubasaki's Pep 
Rallies also give recognition to all seasons of sports, clubs, and other activities. Despite 
the competition between each class, we all come together as one to show our school 
spirit. 

GO DRAGONS! 

Above: Caleb Sablan, Tanner 
Stamper, Daniel Desmit, and Andrew 
Flemming pull with all their might to 
beat the seniors in tug-of-war. The 
seniors released the rope to let the 
sophomores tumble backward. 
Below: Nina Yamaguchi leads her 
foreign language class in a traditional 
Chinese dragon dance around the gym. 



SENIORS I» S 

FRESHMEN 

1. Several of the Kubasaki boys form a basketball team, and attempt to beat 
a team of Kubasaki teachers. 
2. Dominique Murphy takes a shot as Mr. Eastman and Mr.Milanovich 
attempt to defend the basket. 
3. Kareem Key and Tristan McEiroy lead their senior class out of the 
gym at the end of the pep rally. 
4. After completing a love test, James Parker finds his true love, Mauryn 
Morfitt. 
5iJfunJ3urgarcj>ca£UmesJhejiiemories_onCubasakiJfigl^ 

"I really enjoyed 
the pep rally 

because it got 
everyone hype for 

the homecoming 
game and it gave 

appreciation to all 
fall sports. It was 
cool experiencing 

my first high 
school pep rally. " 

- Shanea Dal/ell 
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"Managing this many boys isn't 
easy, but it's enjoyable!",says 
Yesenia Lopez and Angel 
Washam, who show off their spirit 
by supporting the boys and wearing 
their jerseys. 

RUN JARRETT RUN! Jarrett 
Mitchell (#24) steals the ball from 
Kinnick and brings it down the field, 
causing the Kinnick Devils to follow 
him in fear of losing. 

Straight to the top lets rock it! Pumped for the 
big homecoming game, Kubasaki's offense 
start off the game determined to beat the 
Kinnick Devils. 

Left: Winston Maxwell 
(#14) dodges Kinnick's 
defense and runs down the 
field to score a touchdown. 
Right: Varsity cheerleaders 
toss Raven Pine into the air 
to hype the crowd during 
halftime. 

Not only did Kubasaki win their 
Homecoming Game, but they killed the 
Kinnick's Devils in a 38-7 victory. The 
varsity football players brought their A 
game and really showed off all the hard 
work they've put in since the beginning 
of the season. The boys played their 
hearts out and got everyone excited for 
the dance later that night. During half 
time the senior varsity players and 
cheerleaders were recognized for their 
dedication throughout the years. 



Queen Kennedy Salazar Pricness Keana 
and * Aquino and 

King Thomas Warren 

Dutchess Destiny 
Shiroma and Du ke 

Prince Matt Myers Christian Macaluso 

Lady Aika Sanders 
and 

Lord Xavier 
Sanchez 
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"Little 
smack on 
the head 

three times 
a day will 
cure his 

illness," the 
doctor said. 

The almighty 
king shares 
an anecdote 

with the j 
people of his 

land. 

u iltttle iPtece of 
Christmas 

At the Dinner 
Table... 

Special thanks go 
to many skilled 
Culinary Arts 

students for the 
delicious dinner 

and tasty desserts 
served for those 
who attended the 
amazing feast. 

Empty stomachs 
were satisfied and 
the food looked 
pleasing to the 

eye. The Culinary 
students produced 
a feast that would 
suffice for any 5-
star restaurant. 

IChoir students take a bow at the end of their ceremony, and sing thei 
Imusical number for the audience. 

As the holy night unfolded, viewers were welcomed by a dinner and 
a hilarious frame tale told by the King, Luke Pirrotta, and the Queen, 
Jessica Freedman. Sounds of joyful laughter echoed throughout the 
auditorium as the others actors hysterically showed their sense of humor 
and a little bit of horseplay throughout the show. Between each frame, 
beautiful Christmas carols were played and sung by Kubasaki's many 
talented choir students. This is one tradition many students enjoy. 



The time that we've all been waiting for has finally 
come, the most wonderful time of the year: 

CHRISTMAS! This year, we celebrated the winter 
holidays by having three different activities: dancing in 
the gym, movies ("The Grinch Who Stole Christmas" 

and "Home Alone") in the auditorium, and homework/ 
board games in the library. There were also gingerbread 

house contests, and the winner received an early 
Christmas present for a prize. What other better way is 

there to start off Winter Break? 

How does Kubasaki celebrate the 
holidays? We come together for 
the Kris Kringle fest, a great way 
to start off Winter Break! 

Playing modern-day music, lively students and teachers turned our 
ordinary gym into a dance floor where everybody got off their butts and 

showed their own style of dance. 

You better watch out, you better not cry! 
You better not shout I'm telling you 
why...Santa Claus is coming to town! The 
famous Mr. Claus (or was it Dr. Coulter in 
disguise'/!!) visits Kubasaki to share a jolly 
'ole time with the Dragons! 

Students gather in Mr. Hogen's room 
to compete in Gingerbread house 

making tournaments. 



Many young star-gazers begin their journeys to make their dreams come true by 
creating a list of their goals. Bucket lists put into writing all of the possibilities that 

lie in front of them, with some lists spanning a life-time. Whats on your bucket list? 
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Kubosoki's Bucket List 

"I want to bungee jump, because I 
love the feeling of an adrenaline 

rush. I'll make sure to do it above 
water so I don't die." 

Raven Heggem 

9 JS 9 
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"I want to travel to Paris so I can find 
the love of my life on top of the Eiffel 
Tower. I like pretty girls, and French 

girls are pretty." 

"Open my own barber shop because 
that's what I plan to do with my life." Devin Ross 

Rene Heredia 
"Meet Chief Keef, because he is 

someone that I admire and look up 
to." 

Gabriella Lind 

1 completed a task 
on 

my bucket list! 
Jahron Mitchell 

In early September 2013, one adventurous student decided to leave his home to explore the 
southern end of Okinawa on bicycle by himself. "I wanted to see how the southern area 
differs from the north, and to see how it was alike," Yuri Burgard recalled. His journey 
lasted for 3 hours, covering 98 kilometers, or 60 miles, on a bicycle. At the halfway point, 
one obstacle struck him unexpectedly; a flat tire. Fortunately, 2 kind-hearted lovers helped 
him in the middle of his hardship by fixing the flat tire. Later on, as he observed his 
surroundings, he realized that not too many foreigners were around; the population was 
dominated by the locals. He commented, "It gave me peaceful feelings, and I felt happy to 
be there. I learned to enjoy nature the way it is, and how to appreciate the simple things 
around me". 

Joanne McCoy 

"I want to be in a circus and 
cross over a rope while riding an 

unicycle." 

"I want to go to Brazil, and fly 
with the birds from the movie Rio. 

'Let me take you to Rio, Rio 
Fly'o the ocean like an eagle, eagle 

And we can chill in my gazebo, 
gazebo. 

Oh oh oh oh oh, na na na' 
-from Take You to Rio." 



On November 25, 2014, service members and high school cadets of all ranks 
joined together at the Marine JROTC Ball to celebrate the 238th anniversary of 
the Marine Corps' proud history. The ceremony included everything from a 
taste of the delicious birthday cake to dancing the night away to some favorite 
tunes. Cadet Sergeant Miracle claims that the Marine Corps ball was a night to 
remember and looks toward to celebrating another year. 
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Kubi'o. Got 

was invigorating." 
Kharlin Vilanueva 

ana Pirrotta and Carla Arreguin 
- Talent Show MCs 
"Twas most excellent!" 
- Robby Kimbrell 

IAriana Eisenberg 
-"Sweater Weater" by The Neighborhood 
"Even though the song was sad, she made it alive by putting 
a lot into the singing." 
- Alex Eisenberg 

Dasia Brown 
-"Feeling Good" by Michael Buble 
"She got them high notes." 
- L orenzo Preciado 

Jeremy Alsay 
-"Fine China" by Chris Brown 
"Such great talent brought to the stage." 
- Yasmin Butler 

Victoria Rodriguez 
-"Heartbreaker" by Marina & the Diamonds 
"She has an amazing voice and I really enjoyed her 
performance!" 
- Delaney McBride 

Aeriel Valiente 
-"Locked Out of Heaven" by Bruno Mars 
"She sang really great and people could always listen to 
her sing." 
- Nicholas Runquist 

Malia Martin, Amanda Martin, and Harleigh Lewis 
-"Sahra Saidi" by Gamal Goma 
"Dang, I wouldn't know what to say." 
- Angelo Bourdonv 

Amber Soliz 
-"The Cup Song" by Pitch Perfect 
"I was amazed how beautiful her voice was." 
- Sarah Birkley 
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Route 
Cars are in our everyday life, 

whether it be going off campus, to 
going off base, to going off on a 
roadtrip with our friends. These are 
just a few of the cars Kubi's students 
drive at our school. Even if you aren't 
18 years old and can't drive off base, 
it's still great to be hang out around 
base with friends for good times. 
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VOICES FROM THE 
WORKERS 

What do you like the best about your job? 

"My favorite part of my job is doing fashion 
shows because it's fun, exciting, and it's 
definitely worth all the hard training." 

- Nina Luksha (Model) 

About 6 to 4 

About 3 to 2 

What things about your job do you 
want to stay as they are? 

"Almost everything, payment is j 
good, and 1 t hink it's really worth 
working there. All of the Japanese 
ladies who work there are sweet and 
kind-hearted, I love my job." 

-Erika Johnson (Commissary) 

What strengths or talents do you possess 
that are useful at your work? 

"I can talk to anyone. I'm always on task, 
and I prioritize well. I'm really fast at 
finishing tasks quickly, and I always try 
to boost the quality of anything I am a 
part of." 
- Gavin Bogan (Waiter) 

How many jobs did our teachers have before they came to DODEA? 

More than 7 
"If you don't have one "special" skill, then you have to try out many 

things to find that out", as one teacher said. 

"When the store had no customers, I u sed to read books and when 
my boss told me 'you can't do that', I told him 'your daughter does 

the same thing'. I got fired." 

"I became a teacher because I don't like to sit in an office 
and work while I can sing and dance around the classroom 

^^^^ith a live audiances and with a stable income." 
^•Il5% 
They served in the Air Force, Navy, and Army for more than 3 to 5 

years; including as a pilot, prison guard, coast guard, etc. 

Just 1! 

"I'm saving up money 
now so I'm not screwed 
in college where I'll be 
studying to be a nurse 
and work with little 
humans." 

-Josephine Mitchell 
(Waitress) 

What has been the craziest scene you've had 
at your work? 

"When I was babysitting a 4 year old boy, he 
wanted to go outside soon after he took a 
shower. So I told him "No, you can't go 
outside." Then he threw a fit at me, yelling 
"You're mean!" with tears running down his 
cheeks. As he attempted to escape, I locked 
him inside, and let him cool down by himself 
for a while." 
-Breanna Mitchell (Childcare) 

WORK M A • PLAY: 
1: h} A •] 

Q Do you have future plans, 
goals, or dreams that you 

want to pursue? 
"I want to get a degree in linguistics, and become an officer, 

or a secret agent. I want to be a smart person." 
- M iriam Robinson 

"I'm planning to go to the University of California Santa 
Cruz, and be a tattoo artist. I just want to do any tattoo 

designs because they're cool." 
- Kathryn Dawson 

"I want to serve in the Navy while attending a college to 
become a cardiothoracic surgeon, because more people are 

needed in this field. I've been looking forward to becoming a 
doctor to help children and sick people. If that doesn't work 

out, then I might be a tattoo artist." 
- Carolina Arceo 

What is the most difficult thing about 
a model? "I've wanted to become a psychologist to assist people when 

their minds are gloomy or even raining heavily. I w ant to 
support them 'till their sky clears out. In order to do so, I'm 

planning to attend the University of San Antonio to achieve a 
master's degree. It doesn't matter whether I make it in this 

- Destiny Shiroma (Model) Dfeaill, field or not, I still plan to put a smile on people's faces at any 
Believe given time when available." 

Achieve. 

"To become a successful model, it takes 
a lot of training and determination." 

-Tomas Leal 



From From: 
Miyajima Island, 
Japan 

Lauren Schultz befriends a deer on the island of 
Miyajima. located off the coast of mainland Japan. 
The deer there lets people pet them, but they're 
known to steal food when you aren't paying 
attention. Nearby the island, there is a large Torii 
and at low tide Lauren was able to walk out to it. 

Jerilyn Geist, Mrs. Geist. Emma Grubb. Ms. Grubbnml 
Courtney Ford got to pet a tiger, ride and swim with an elephant, 
go to the floating market, explore the weekend market, meander 
through centuries-old temples, get cozy in a snake museum, and 
shop in Thai malls. 

Freedom 
FOKWtt 

From: Italy 
{Arami 

s mmm: 
s Mrs. Daffin's life changed when her husband joined the military in 2000. ^ 
5 Now she has to face the difficulties of starting a new career every time 5 J 
^ she moves to a different location. The same goes for her daughter, Josie, " * 

who has to learn how to make new friends in new environments and get $ ? 
5 used to constant changes around her. Although that is a tiresome cycle to 5 j 
i handle, they do get to travel around the world and live in foreign countries 5 

r as a family, giving them a better understanding of various cultures and § : 

§ exciting new experiences such as trying exotic foods such as horse * r* 
\ yakiniku. In their travels as military dependents, they've been fortunate 5 S 

v enough to see architectural icons such as the Leaning Tower of Pisa. 5 Y 
t n>\\ .v\ mm \\\\ \\\\ w\\\w\ \\\\\\\\ wwww wwm ww\w\ wwww w 1 
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rom: Philippines 
This photo is taken by Mr.Leafgreen during his visit to the Philippines. Fie grew 
up during the 1960s, when President Kennedy was assassinated, and the U.S. and 
Russia were in the middle of the Cold War. Many Americans, at that time, believed 
that Russians were "evil existence" that wanted to destroy all American people: 
however, when he visited Russia and was confronted by the truth, he was surprised. 
Many did not care about ethnic differences or governmental oppositions; they 
simply wanted to be happy. As he continued his travels to Philippines to see more 
"real people," he saw a large number of poor families and poverty throughout the 
country, though what amazed him the most was the fact that they seemed happy. 
They had enough to eat, a place to live, and families to care for. They understood 
better than he what true happiness was all about. He made a note in his heart that 
"you can be happy without a whole lot of money; happiness exists in here [heart]. 

\k 



Mediterranean^^ 
Sea 
Matt Ashley and Nick Ashley went on a cruise 
and traveled all around the Mediterranean Sea. 
Starting in Italy where they saw the Leaning 
Tower of Pisa, they then traveled to Paris to 
see the Eiffel Tower and Champs Elysees . 
Continuing on their adventure, they went to 
Greece and saw the Acropolis, before finishing 
off in Jerusalem where they explored the early 
history of major religions the Dead Sea. The 
return to Rome took them to the Coliseum. It 
was the time of their lives. 

:

students who have heard them on 
I campus in the spring and fall, was 
• h commonly eaten by locals on this 
I, • »nd not so long ago. Despite cuisines 

i changing over time. Nina Yamaguchi 
found a restaurant thai still serves the 

I insects and ate a deep fried cicada when 
L \ — she was younger. "It's not that bad, if 

"It's just a normal, delicious looking burger! you don't think about it. It's really 
How can this be 'crazy'?" Well, believe it crunchy," she said, 
or not, this burger is made out of kangaroo i 
meat. It's produced in Australia and exported 
to over 55 countries. Mikayla Cornish wu< 
caught off -guard when she ate this rich- * 
flavored, juicy burger, here in Okinawa a low 
months back. 'inished, her father 
asked her an unexpected question; "It's 
kangaroo meat! Do you like it?" Although 1J B 
it tasted similar to beef, she was shocked of idjd 
the images that popped up in her head. J ! 1 

A chicken or a duck liver wrapped around 
with bacon; doesn't it sounds appetizing? 
During her stay in Spain, Ms.Menedez had 
that meal unexpectedly when she was jf> 
years old. "Maybe it doesn't sound too bad, 
but when you hear the word 'liver',.. no pretty 
images comes up in your head,"as she 
recalled. Nonetheless, according to her, it 
was delicious. It may be perfect for 3 o' clock 
snack. 

The crickets, which are somewhat related 
to grasshoppers, are apparently crunchy 
and slightly sweet. Mr.Guzman ate a 
dish full of deep fried crickets during his 
visit to the Philippines. Many locals like 
to pre-cook crickets with salt, vinegar, 
and garlic; without legs or wings, in a 
frying pan. It's not the food that an 
ordinary American would normally eat, 
so it must be nice to try new foods once 
in a while. 

kk WE LCOME 
ABOARD^ J Some chose to serve in the military to travel to around the world and meet 

new people as a part of their job. While Mr. Hairston served in the Air 
Force for several years, he took a journey through several different 

.Sy countries; Saudi Arabia is one of the many. It was his first experience to 
see a real life camel, and to ride one!. His other travel buddies enjoyed 
their camel rides; but he was frightened by the thought to be thrown off 

/LB from one. Just look at his facial expression, which vividly shows his 
psychological state of fear, a fear that resurfaces as he's telling his story. 
Other than that, he had a wonderful time with kindhearted locals and 
playing around with sand. 

HOHOKONO 

FIVE CENTS 

„ From:Tun sia . I won 'Honorable Mention' at the conference. Whit 
am also checked out the sights, like Victoria's Peak s. 
:ould see all of Hong Kong from there." :: 

- Nicholas Pagel 

£«2 In 2 009, a volcano in Iceland exploded, OP •' j j 
£s causing airlines to cease operations all $T\ - \ 
' J over Europe. During that time, Mr. ij. 

Engle and his family were planning to ' 
head to Germany and were stranded. =i\s3sa~!>! 

They invariably got a ride from an "untrustworthy local guy" 
which took 13 hours to reach the airport, where they bought 
tickets to Rome. When they arrived, all of the transportation 

f systems were in disarray, because there were simply too many 
f-. Europeans trying to get home in a continent beseiged by the Jj volcanic eruption. After this mess, Engle's family caught a flight 
\J to Tunisia, and had a little break time from the chaos. 



Accessories 
Sportswear 

Keana Aquino (11) Asia Peters( 11) 

WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE 
jL STORE TO SHOP AT? 

Justin 
Sotingco 
(12) 
-Uniqlo 

Alysha 
Gilliard 
(12)  
-H&M 

Style is a way to express yourself, and students at 
Kubasaki do it well! Everyone has their own individual 
fashion style, and strut the halls of Kubasaki sporting the 
finest clothes. From Forever 27 to Hollister, from 
Quicksilver to Roxy, these Dragons show off the latest 
styles, wearing them with pride. 



Ryan Moon(12) 

w Alyssa Bonini( 11) 

Ghia Ulrey(12) 2 
HH 

Matt Palabrica( 11) 

00 Alex Eisenberg( 11) 
h d 
90 Jacob Green(lO) 

Katricia Aquino(9) 

o Skylar Swope(lO) 

Caroline Romo(9) > 
r . Ame Thomas( 11) P r Tristan McElroy(12) 

Tyler Yocum(9) 

Taylor Nun( lO)  

Enaizsa Deravin(12) 

Marcus Lee(9) 

Christian Macaluso(lO) 





Who is more talkative and who keeps 
to themselves more? 

"I am always talking as well as being 
loud, but as for my brother, well he 
likes to keep to himself; he is more 
of a quiet person." 
-Breanna Erland 

Breanna and Richard Erland 

What do you like about each other? 

We like how we are best friends and we 
can talk about anything. 

Jared, Christian, Alexys Fernandez 

What's the craziest adventure you guys 
have had together? 

When we went to the woods near our 
neighborhood and got lost. We had to 
hike 4 to 6 miles just to find our way back 
home. 

Breanna and Haley Mitchell 

Of all the memories you both have 
shared, what is the most 

memorable? 

We would always ding-dong-ditch, 
hide in the bushes, and then throw 

eggs at the owners. 

Christian and Anthony Macaluso 

Who takes the lead in your 
adventures? 

"Ana takes the lead since I'm too 
lazy."- Angelica Renfeld 

Angelica and Analicia Renfeld 
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"I was at Kubasaki's Homecoming 
dance which was held at the Foster 
Community Center. 

"I was in the Kubasaki cafeteria 
taking my SATs for college." 

"I met up with my friend I h aven't 
seen in 12 years and we welcomed 

11 

"I was playing on the Varsity 
football team against Yokota in 
mainland Japan." 

Afwift CWwz 

"I was in Italy visiting my friends 
during Christmas break." 

"I was in Guam participating in the 
2013 Girl's Volleyball Division 1 Far 
East Tournament." 

MiTlGlMXtot FiJW© 

"I was in mainland Japan participating in 
the 2014 Divison I Girl's Basketball 
tournament." 

"I was hanging out at Araha Beach 
playing beach volleyball with my 
friends. 

Jewicft B^uuvido 

Afwawiwi Mutuc 

Poaus Scett 

"I was in Tokyo participating in the 
2013-2014 Far East Journalism 
Conference." 

Jecump 



ComioutKA BdPfota 

Kdi Staff 

"I will be on the East Coast going 
to volleyball camps and visiting 
my older sister." 

"I went to the 2014 Junior/Senior 
Prom with my boyfriend at the 
Butler O'Club." 

EPPe Sounjuow. 
"I was at Kadena High School 
participating in the 2014 Boy's 
Division I S occer Tournament." 

Sanah HiftkP&f 

ONt DiRecTTM 

"I competed for first place at the 
Far East Drill Competition at 
Kadena High School held in 
Okianwa, Japan." 

Iwioth Wa&lvUiqttoM. 

"I will be at a One Direction 
concert." 

Tl»ejwa& Wot wicn 
"I was preaparing to transition 
from Kubasaki to a Japanese 
school for my junior year of high 
school." 

"I was at the the UCLA v. 1NAC 
Kobe girl's soccer game at 
Comprehensive Park with my 
coach and some of my 
|tammates." 

"I wil be in Hawaii attending the 
University of Hawaii at Hilo and 
flaying on their baseball team." 

"I was taking my AP tests in the 
library to get college credits." 

March-April Q July-August 



Tyesha Butler (Vice President), and Jerilyn Geist (Treasurer) 
JsmbJcf 

'Jchejn 



After thirteen long and adventurous years, the time has finally arrived that 
the class of 2014 has been waiting for. The final chapter in high school is being 
read, and the seniors are rushing to prepare to write the next one, whether it be 
college, the military, or the working world. Although high school is but a mere 
chapter in our lives, what comes from our experiences these past four years will 
continue to shape our future and who we invariably become. For many, we're 
going to miss this, we're going to want these days back, and we're going to wish 
they hadn't gone by so fast. And though we will miss these days, we know that 
these moments in our lives are the things that shaped us into the people we are 
now. All those sleepless nights and countless hours of completing homework 
assignments was all worth it in the end. Thirteen long years of "what ifs" and 
taking chances has finally paid off; and now it's time to succeed in the next part 
of this adventure called life. 
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amal Allen illiane Afable 

"Wise men talk because 
they have something to 
say: fools, because they 
have to say something" 



Dean Baquir Monica Avalos 

"Be yourself; Everyone else 
is already taken." 

"If you don't build your 
dream, someone else will 
hire you to help build 
theirs." Oscar Wilde 

Dhirubhal Ambani 

Nickolas Barrett Shadriyah Barnes 
 

"Actually, it's a coral blue 
number." "Nothing is impossible, the 

word itself says I'm 
possible." Spongebob Squarepants 

Marilyn Monroe 



Xena Baza Cheyenne Baza 
  

'What Ever Happens, 
Jappens" 

Spike Spiegel 



Jaren Blessett Jadelin Boldenow 

"Either write something 
worth reading or do 
something worth writing." 

Benjamin Franklin 

Jordan Brito 
 

'I'm vulnerable." 

Angelo Bourdony 

"Only by allowing strangers 
in. we can find new ways to 
be ourselves." 

Yoshiya Kiryu 



Andre Bryant Yuri Burgard 
 

"The difference between 
stupidity and genius is that 
genius has its limits." 

Yeti Burban 
Albert Einstein 

Tyesha Butler Tyshon Butler 

"Winning isn't everything 
It's the only thing." 

"Never let success get to your 
head. Never let failure get to 
your heart." 

Vince Lombardi Wale (Florarin) 

nryjsXry:' azjjpt, 



Estuardo Caceres-Terhune Alexandra Calhoun 
  

"You are never too old to set 
another goal, dream another 
dream." 

"Braver than you believe, 
stronger than you seem, and 
smarter than you think." 

C.S. Lewis - A.A. Milne, Winnie the 
Pooh 

Lauren Camina Jazmin Caraballo 
  

"Hope is a driving factor in 
helping us stay on course in 
life....There is always a 
chance for something else to 
happen, and you need to 
have faith that it will." 

Lite moves pretty fast. If 
you don't stop to look 
around once in a while you 
could miss it." 

John Hughes, Ferris 
eller's Day Off Unknown 

'ojyfueusy 



Brian Cavanaugh 
  

"I silently observe my 
surroundings. My imagination 
further exceeds my general 
knowledge. Imagination is 
greater than knowledge by far. 
For one's imagination has no 
limits, where as any 
information perceived to be 
knowledge is proscribed to a 
certain extent by a defined line 
of actuality." 

"People are as happy as they 
make up their minds to be." 

Abraham Lincoln 

Marina Cerca Joseph Cervantes 

"Nothing is ever forgotten, 
not completely, and, if 
something can be 
remembered, it can come 
back." 

"The true character of a man 
is shown when he falls." 

Anonymous 
The Doctor, Doctor Who 



Aleesa Chavez Aileen Corle 

"We never really grow up, 
we only learn how to act in 
public." 

"Do it or don't do it-you will 
regret both." 

Soren Kierkkegaard Anonymous 

Ian Cowle Casey Couillard 
 

I n ever said that. 
Casey Couillard 

Abraham Lincoln 

-Uyv/syfgr. 
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Kiara Cromer Kiana Cromer 

"The past is history. The 
future is mystery, and this 
moment's a gift. That's why 
they call it the present." 

"Whenever you have 
eliminated the impossible, 
whatever remains must be 
the truth." 

Eleanor Roosevelt 
Unknown 

Austin Cvr Darion Daile 
  

'Axios 1 am worthy' 
1 he uood Lord gave you a 

body that can stand most 
anything. It's your mind you 
have to convince." 

-Roman General Gnaeus 
Domitius 

Vincent Lombardi 



Eric Dalan Enaizsa Deravin 

"Things do not happen, 
things are made to happen." 

"All our dreams can come 
true if we have the courage 
to pursue them." 

J.F. Kennedy 

Matthew Duff 
  

"Whatever you are, be a 
good one." Imperfection is beauty, 

madness is genius and it's 
better to be absolutely 
ridiculous than absolutely 
boring." 

- Marilyn Monroe 

Abraham Lincoln 



Michael Elliott Christian Erazo 
  

"We all make choices, but in 
the end our choices make 

"Thank you teachers and 
staff of Kubasaki High 
School." 

Christian Erazo 

Rahman Farnell Michael Fitzgerald 
 

"it takes a second to say 
hello, but forever to say 
goodbye, moving on is easy 
but what you leave behind is 
what makes it hard." 

I just want my diploma. 

Michael Fitzgerald 



Jessica Freedman Jessica Ganci 

"A ship is safe in the harbor, 
but that's not what ships are 
for." 

"Mas vale mafia que fuerza 
- cleverness achieves more 
than strength." 

William Shedd Unknown 

Alysha Gilliard 



Faustino Gonzales Aaron Hawkins 

"Behind every exquisite 
thing that existed, there is 
something tragic." number. 

- Oscar Wilde, The Picture 
of Dorian Gray 

Thomas Hickman 

S*3a\ Yvri 



Dominic Holden Vivian Huerta 
  

"Rice is great if you're 
hungry and want 2000 of 
something" 

"Your only true friend is 
your mama and a dollar in 
your pocket." 

Mitch Hedber Bianca Huerta 

Christian Jemmott Lo' Akeem Jackson 

"The jell-o and the puddin' 
pops with ziggy and the 
zoowhop bigoo." 



"Open your mouth only 11 

what you have to say is more 
beautiful than silence." 

Unknown 



Kahmeili Juare Angelique Kerbrat 
 

"The world is indeed full of 
peril and in it there are many 
dark places. But still there is 
much that is fair, and though 
in all lands, love is now 
mingled with grief, it still 
grows, perhaps, the 
greater." 

"It's time for me to be 
famous and out of place." 

- Of Mice and Men, Second 
and Sebring 

- J.R.R. Tolkien , The Two 
Towers 

Jason Knudsen Kareem Ke 
 

"Honey!! Where's my super 
suit?!" 

"Learn from the past, live in 
the present and create your 
future." 

Frozone, The Incredibles 

Joe Brown 

'•'-rvf-fy 



Resan Kreamer PhilliD Krea 

  

Kate Lafountain Varian Lessett 

"Happiness is not 
something you postpone for 
the future; it is something 
you design for the present." 

- J i m  R o l l  n  

"Those who dream by day 
are cognizant of many 
things that escape those who 
dream only at night." 

- Edgar Allen Poe 

 

"Live for yourself. Breathe 
for yourself. Do everything 
in your life for nobody but 
you. This is your life. This 
is it." 

"I know what I wan t, I know 
where I'm going and I'm 
happy with what 1 am. 

Katey Clirest 

rtPLfj/\Dy * » 
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Gabriella Lind Bailey Lisk 

"Still, the longer 1 w as around 
her, the more I could see the 
colors of her mind and the 
recesses of her heart. There was 
a beast in there. But there was 
also a girl who was afraid of 
being a beast, and who 
wondered if other people had 
beasts in their hearts too." 

"Now you understand why 
Peter Pan didn't want to 
grow up." 

Unknown 

Dominique Lopez Yesenia Lopez 
 

I ve learned that people 
will forget what you said, 
people will forget what you 
did, but people will never 
forget how you made them 

"A girl knows her limits but 
a wise girl knows she has 
none." 



e'Brie l uian Briana Lowe 
 

"Promise me you'll always 
remember: You're braver 
than you believe, and 
stronger than you seem, and 
smarter than you think." 

Don t ever doubt 
yourselves or waste a 
second of your life. It's too 
short, and you're too 
special." 

A.A. Milne Ariana Grande 

Aaron Manuel Jade Martinez 

"It has been said, 'time hea s 
all wounds.' I d o not agree. 
The wounds remain. In 
time, the mind, protecting 
its sanity, covers them wit1 

scar tissue and the pan' 
lessens. Bui it is never 

sone." 

Rose Kennedy 



Joanne McCo Tristan McElro 

'Nankurunaisaa." 
•Everything will be okay 

Tristan McElroy 
Okinawa Ojii 

Elliya Mcintosh Kyra McRor 
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Diego Medina essica Meno 

"It is better to be a happy 
nobody than a sad 
somebody." 

even 
you're 

The Doctor, Doctor Who 

Liam Michiline Breanna Mitchell 
 

Nothing in this world that's 
vorth having comes easy." 

Walt Disney 



Jarrett Mitchell 
 

Josephine Mitchell 
 

"Character is like a tree and 
reputation is like its shadow. 
The shadow is what we 
think of it; the tree is the real 
thing." 

"Hell hath no fury like a 
hustler with a literary 
agent." 

Frank Sinatra 

Abraham Lincoln 

Ryan Moon Daniel Mora 
 

' .1 

-

"Never give up on anything, 
even if it seems impossible! 
Nothing is impossible!" 

Unknown 

2 cups of water for every 
cup of rice." 

WZ12JT1V •an 



Dominique Murptr acob Morfitt 
  

"I am fearfully and 
wonderfully made." 

"If you do not take control 
of your future, your future 
will control you." 

Psalm 139:14 

Unknown 

Alexander Mutuc Natasha Navas 

"Life is a tragedy when seen 
in close-up, but a comedy in 
long-shot." 

"Nobody's perfect, 
none of us worthless, 
got a place, and we a 
purpose." Charlie Chaplin 



Sarah Negahnquet Brenden Neu 

"Kubi Asians: Kai. Elliya, 
Matthew, Derrick, Isiah, 
Moriyoshi, Eiji, Julius, 
Kurt, Youki, Robert, and 
Kento." 

"People say nothing is 
impossible, but 1 do nothing 
everything day." 

- A.A. Milne, Winnie the 
Pooh 

Brenden Neu 

Alexis Pacho James Andre Parker 

"Stop counting crayons, just 
draw pictures." Knowledge corrupts 

everything it t ouches. 

- Unknown 
Mark Seharenbroieh 

WTO 



Margaux Pauli Raven Pine 

"Anything worth doing is 
worth doing well, and 
anything special in life is 
worth treating with 
respect." 

"The truth is you don't know 
what is going to happen 
tomorrow. Life is a crazy 
ride, and nothing is 
guaranteed." 

Hunter S. Thompson 
Eminem 

Luke Pirrotta Para Pukdee 
 

"Life can be bitter and 
sweet, whatever happens 
iust keeD on moving 

"Be the change you wish to 
see in the world." 

Mohandas Gandi 
Dara Pukdee 



Angelica Renfeld Karen Robinson 
 

"Never pass the chance to 
say 'I love you' to the people 
you care about because we 
aren't promised tomorrow." 

"Wanting to be someone 
else is a waste of the person 
you are." 

Kurt Cobain 
Unknown 

Devon Rodriguez Marilyn Rodriguez 

"People say you don't know 
what you've got until it's 
gone. Truth is, you knew 
what you had, you just never 
thought you'd lose it." 

Mac Miller 



Darkarai Roe Alexander Romero 

"The man of tomorrow 
born by the battles today, "The knowledge of all 

things is possible." 

- Leonardo Da Vinci 
Darkarai Roe 

Jared Rosario 
 Darrell Sa^un 

 

"When you're in your 
darkest hour, remember 
who put you here and why 
he wanted you to continue 
this path. When you open 
your eyes, it's time to pursue 
the ultimate goal: The 
Dream." 

"You only need one lib " 
live a good one." 

- Unknown 



Kennedy Salazar Derrick Sanders 

"What we do does not 
define who we are. What 
defines us is how well we 
rise after falling." 

"It is during our darkest 
moments that we must focus 
to see the light." 

Aristotle Onassis Unknown 

Lucy Santoyo Palm Jhondel Satparam 
 

uod grant me serenity 
to accept the things I cannot 
change; courage to change 
the things I can; and 
wisdom to know the 
difference." 

" Life is what happens while 
you are busy making other 
plans." 

Unknown 



Amevna Saunders-Jackson Maurice Saunders 

"I guess you've just gotta 
find something you love to 
do and then do it for the rest 
of your life." 

Max Fischer, Rushmore 

IrnniwiU'/MZH 
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Justin Sotingco 
  

" Life is what happens while 
you are busy making other 
plans." 

"Victory screech! 
OLOLOLOLOLOL!!! 

Spongebob Squarepants 
Unknown 

Rachael Stackpoole Kai Stallings 

riffl 



"Make the best out ot the 
situation you are faced with. 

Unknown 



Tanner Trumble Jose Torres 

"Napoleon, don't be jealous 
that I've been chatting 
online with babes all day. 
Besides, we both know that 
I'm training to be a cage 
fighter." 

"We begin to die the day that 
we become silent about 
things that matter." 

Martin Luther King, Jr 
Kip, Napoleon Dynamite 

Zachary Tyler Mikaela Turner 
 

"Emotions are gateways 
and consequences of fifes' 
surprises." 

Unknown 

•cpfuffujrj 
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"Hold fast to dreams, for if 
dreams die, life is a broken-
winged bird, that cannot 

Seiya Veenstra 
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Shoichiro Vivas Thomas Warren 
  

"The key to immortality is 
first living a life worth 
remembering." 

SHAKE AND BAKE. 

Angel Washam Talena Weber 

"They're the in crowd, we're 
the other ones. It's a 
different kind of cloth that 
we're cut from. We let our 
colors show, where the 
numbers ain't with the paint, 
where there ain't supposed 
to be paint. That's who we 
are." 
- Eric Church, The 
Outsiders 

Well-behaved 
seldom make h 

women 

Ulrich 



someone. 

Terah Whitehurst Madeline Williams 
  

"We can't help everyone, 
but everyone can help 

Ronald Regan 

Chelsea Willis Kane Wilton 

"The key to immortality is 

first living a life worth 
remembering." 

- Bruce Lee 
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Peter Wonsia Naomi Yocum 

"Nerds, jocks. My side, 
your side. It's all nonsense. 
It's hard enough just trying 
lo be yourself." 

Peter Wonsia 

Juliet Zimmerman 

Know that you hove /eft your mark-your activities and 
accotrp/ishments are a part ofthe permanent history of 
your a/ma mater UJe hope in"return that it has: /e/t an 
inde/ib/e impression on you-thpt you hove a new 
purposefu/ness and hove set your /pet upon a new path 
because of the patterns of thought and the know/edge that 
you hove acquired here.  ̂

U/herever gou go and whatever you do, remember your 
a/ma mater andthe ro/e it has p/ayedin shaping who you 
hove become Once a dragon, a/vays a dragon 



For many it is considered a milestone and an accomplishment when one graduates from high school. 
However, in the DoDEA schools, where students are often military dependants and have to move frequently, 

it is considered to be an even bigger accomplishment when one gets through all four years of high school 
while staying in one place! To be able to remain at a single school while others change so often is also a feat 

of luck. And although we have had our shares of hellos and goodbyes, we have also been blessed by those 
who were able to stay alongside us as we conquered Kubasaki's halls. Through four long years, these students 

have shared both heartbreaking and heart warming moments together that they will carry with them for the 
rest of their lives. Once a Dragon, always a Dragon. Otsukare four-year seniors! 

Back Row: Jared Rosario, Philip Kreag, Christian Erazo, Justin Sotingco, Angel Washam, Yuri Burgard, Ryan Moon, 
Dartanian Scott, Eric Shipp, Darkarai Roe, Dara Pukdee, Briana Lowe. Fifth Row: Robert Thompson, Alexander Mutuc, 
Austin Cyr, Andre Bryant, Jamal Allen, Thomas Hickman, Kurt Bernis, Zachary Tyler, James Andre Parker, Robert 
Taggart. Fourth Row: Karen Robinson Shadriyah Barnes, Darrick Sanders, Matthew Duffy, Brenden Neu, Kai Stallings, 
Aileen Corley, Jebrie Lujan, Mikaela Turner, Joanne McCoy. Third Row: Sarah Negahnquet, Raven Heggem, Alysha 
Gilliard, Tyesha Butler, Angelica Renfeld, Aleesa Chavez, Maurice Saunders, Dominic Holden, Ariel Diaz, Nickolas 
Barrett, Aaron Manuel. Second Row: Casey Couillard, Jessica Bernardo, Jessica Meno, Jerilyn Geist, Xena Baza, Jilliane 
Afable, Cheyenne Baza, Aaron Hawkins, Angelo Bourdony, Thomas Warren. First Row: Marilyn Rodriguez, Ameyna 
Saunders-Jackson, Regan Kreamer, Corenne Stuart, Bailey Lisk, Kyra McRory, Terah Whitehurst, Margaux Pauli. 
Dominique Lopez, Jarrett Mitchell, Tyshon Butler, Kareem Key. 
Not Pictured: Dean Baquir, Jaren Blessett, Jordon Brito, Marina Cerca, Darion Dailey, Christian Jemmott, Kate 
Lafountain, Varian Leggett, Shochiro Vivas, and Naomi Yocum. 
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Kane Wilton & Jadfe Martinez 

D V  £  N  T  U  R  £  I U D O  I  £  S  
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One of the purposes of yearbooks is so that students 
can one day, many years later, look back on their high 
school years and reminisce. They bring back memories 
of what you had hoped, at one point in your lives, to 
do in your future. These students all have wishes that 
in ten or so years they hope to look back on and say 
that they've accomplished... 

"Have someone buy 
my artwork." 

"Be a pro 
baseball player." 

"Work for Google." 

"Live along side Joe 
Kascak for eternity ar 
adopt twenty puppies 

'Be a standup 
comedian." 

"Work alongside 
Wolfgang Puck." 

ce a R35 GTR. 



Where are 
Kubasaki's graduates are heading in many different directions after graduation on June 7th. Whether they are going back to the 

States for college, straight into the workforce, joining the military, or staying on the island to become an Oki Bum, they are 
certain to be successful wherever they decide to go, and in whatever they decide to do. These students are just four of our 

graduating seniors with bright futures ahead of them, each with a different plan of how they're getting to where they're going. 

"To college and then I'll 
join the Marines." 

"I'm going to Plymouth 
State University 

to wrestle." 

"I'll be at Marymount 
University in Okinawa 

where I plan on starting a 
track team." 

6effiino (Zeadoj "fo Wioinara 

"You have brains in your head. 
You have feet in your shoes. 
You can steer yourself in any 

direction you choose. 
You're on your own. 

And you know what you know. 
You are the guy who'll decide 
where to go." ~ by Dr. Seuss 

As graduation approaches, seniors 
are bombarded with photos opts, 

graduation practice, and 
acceptance letters, as well as the 
realization that there are precious 
moments left to enjoy what little 

bit of high school remains. 



Nick; Page! (Treasurer), Krista Scott (Secretary), Alex Harrelson 
(Vice President) Marissa Mesquita (President) 
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With all of the difficult AP classes, exams, SATs, and juggling 
a social life, junior year is known to be the hardest year in high 
school and it has been no different for this hard-working group 
of students. Juniors have dedicated their days to make sure they 
have a successful future. They have endured many battles and 
have gone through many adventures these past 3 years, but they 
only have one more to go! This has been one of the best years and 
one of their greatest journeys. Let's do this junior class of 2015! 



Albers, Kalyn 
Alderman. DeQuan 

Allen, Josiah 
Allen, Logan 

Alverson, Jonathan 

Aquino, Keana 
Arceo, Carolina 

Armellino, A 
Arney, Kayla 
Asato, Egao 

Ascencio, Tybrus 
Ashley, Nicholas 
Asuncion, Daniel 

Ayo, Seema 
Baskin, Tamaia 

Beaver, Vanessa 
Beck, Riley 

Belin, Chrisel 
Bellota, Carianna 

Blake, Austin 

You are in a car With your ZEST MATES. 
what is on your piaylist̂  

Avonje Taylor says, "Iggy 
Azalea, ASAP Ferg, 2 Chainz, 
Miley Cyrus, and Chris Brown." 
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Bogan, Gavin 
Bonini, Alyssa 
Bourdony, Lianna 
Braun, David 
Broughton, Deja 

Bugler, Erin 
Burke, Shantrell 
Rock, The 
Cardenas, Adrianna 
Cavanaugh, Randii 

Cerca, Jose 
Cervantes, Emily 
Chase, Joshua 
Clardy, Mary 
Contreras, Mariana 

Conyers, Khalil 
Cornwall, Joey 
Coulter, Michael 
Crawford, Dominique 
Curtin, William 

Joey Kascak says 
"Tay lor  Swi f t "  ^  

Mauryn Morfitt says, 
"Imagine Dragons and ^ 
Journey." X 



Thor 
Curtis, Deaven 
Davis, Joshua 

Duque, Preston 
Ebarle, Mark 

Eisenberg, Alex 
Erland, Richard 

Estes, Luke 
Estrada, David 

Eyre, Yuki 

Fay, Brenden 
Felicano, Jenessa 

Ford, Courtney 
Frazier, Sara 

Fugate, Samantha 

Gallardo, Jesus 
Gipson, Andrew 
Gonzales, Alfred 

Green, Sho 
Man, Super 

'Stalkjn^pejple 
Instagrain." s ; 



Grigsby, Hannah 
Grimes, Kenzo 
Guzman, Jaylyn 
Hammonds, Alexxus 
Hankins, Hunter 

Harrelson, Alex 
Haynes, Liam 
Hendricks, Steven 
Hershberger, Daisy 
Hickman, Jonah 

America, Captain 
Hidalgo-Guerrero, Alexis 
Hood, Kristian 
Hopper, Courtney 
Horner, Tristan 

Hunt, Steven 
Inns, Lauren 
Johnson, Erika 
Johnson, Justan 
Wolverine 

Richard Erland 
K says. "Meeting | 

iccErrea 
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Kascak, Joseph 
Keller, James 

Koslowsky, Steven 
Kreag, Roy Vincent 

Lancaster, Renoa 

Latinette, Parker 
Lewis, Harleigh 

Lewis, Youki 
Lo, Joevehn 

Lozada, Jamie 

Luksha, Nina 
Macklin, Harvey 

Martin, Malia 
Mastriano, Ian 

Mathis, Julie 

Maxwell, Winston 
Mcguie, James 

Mercado, Violeta 
Mesquita, Marissa 

Michael. Nicole 

What is your favorite 
AovenTURe show? 

w. . _ 1VI Yuki Eyre says, 
^Adventure Time. 

Scott Weber says 
"Man V.S. Wi ld". Daisy Hersheberger 

says, "The Walking 
Dead." j 



Mike, Evan 
Mitchell, Haley 
Morfitt, Mauryn 
Myers, Matt 

Orellana, Megan 
Ortega, Isabella 
Pagel, Nicholas 
Palabrica, Matthew 

BASAKI? 
love Coach Eastman." 

Palmer, James 
Palmeri, Clint 
Peters, Aijia 
Peterson, Andre 

(WfVtaP Siibw elufPiH* 
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Pharathikoune, 
Hannibal 
Plattsmier, Catelyn 
Poole, Renton 
Powers, Allie 

Rempola, Moriyoshi 
Renteria, Angie 
Rigle, Ty 
Rios, Kaleb 

Kiana Aquino ntfotiM at ktn 
laueniti Wanqout in Mikawa 



Rodriguez, Roberto 
Rogers, Kelsey 
Russell, Tyler 

Rutledge, Christian 
San Miguel. Victoria 

Spotts, Emily 
Stavale, Sara 

Taylor, Avonje 
Thomas, Ame 

Trumble, Taylor 

Tubat, Paul 
Ulrich, Lauren 
Vivas, Chiyori 

Walley, Derrick 
Walter, Sarah 

Ward, Mackensie 
Washington, Iseiah 

Weber, Scott 
Wilfrom, Noel 

Williams, Rebecca 

Scott, Krista 
Shaw, Desiree 

Shellman, Brandon 
Sieber, Crystal 

Solidum, Leandro 

Yamaguchi, Nina 

| 
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Many of the juniors at Kubaski have 
been all over the world. Each of their 
xperiences are unique and memory-

Tvorthy, with some coming from meeting 
ew people or seeing new places or even 

just trying new foods. It is these 
experiences that help make f Kubasaki's 
students special and one-of-a-kind. 
Their experiences are in turn shared 
with us so we can partially comprehend 
the amazing journey they've 
experienced. 

World Experiences 

' . .  ~ ~  

"We love how the people here , 
. afe willing to change." J. & MHp flMR jBag SBK trtjjk jggjg jXE 

Li&nz Boiirdcmy, Victoria San Miguel, ancf &hrisel Belih 
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Savannah Sloniker (Treasurer), Yasmin Butler (Secretary) Carla 
Arreguin (Vice President) Dana Pirrotta (President) 
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A D V E N T U R E  

E X P L O R E  

W A N D E R  
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Sophomores aren't new to high school anymore. They know the 
secrets and tips on making it through the year with a good outlook 
and even better grades! With junior year approaching fast, the class 
of 2016 has a lot on their plates. It's prep time for these students so 
they can do well in all of the AP classes and big tests they will be taking 
next year. It seems like a pretty stressful task, but this resilient group 
of students knows how to juggle it all with one hand. They are ready 
and set for all of the upcoming experiences life has to offer and won't 
let anyone get in the way of their exciting adventure. 



Abadia, Mercedez 
Alderette, Randy 

Alsay, Jeremy 
Amaya, Mauricio 

Andazola, Sebastion 

Anderson, Kayla 
Anderson, Maranda 

Arnett, Alyssa 
Arreguin, Carla 

Ashley, Matthew 

Atienza, Meli 
Atkinson, Logan 
Ayala, Margarita 

Belloc, Victor 
Benns, Jeramiah 

Best, Symone 
Birkley, Sarah 

Braun, Christian 
Butler, Yasmin 

Caraballo Ramirez, 
Eric 

at is t he BTFraTv^e^T 

HOI/IP  i  Jackie Rivera 
says, "I stood 

dfP up to a bully 
that was 

PS. picking on my 
bestfriend." 

a ve 

Liuusce 



Causey, Melinda 
Colonna, Vincent 
Comeaux, Kevin 
Cooley, Don 
Cornick, Kailani 

Cornish, Mikayla 
Covington, Justin 
Crawford, Kailen 
Daffin, Josie 
Dalzell, Kayla 

Davis, Decurtis 
Dawson, Kathryn 
Demars, Khalid 
DeSmit, Danny 
Deviney, Bret 

Diaz, Michelle 
Eisenberg, Ariana 
Erland, Bre 
Eusebio, Jarred 
Farmer, Tariq 

Justin LeBlanc 
says, "I went J 
inside the 1 
freezer at the 
commisary." 

Carson 
Hudson 
says, "I 
swam with 
dolphins." 

Kavan Mulvey 
says, "I ate an 
apple once... I 
could've 
choked." 

/ .Sxeeerin 



Febus, Yoel 
Felton, Kamren 

Fernandez, Alexys 
Fernandez, Christian 

Fino, Miranda 

Flemming, Andrew 
Foshe, Elizabeth 
Francis, Kaelyn 
Fulton, Jennifer 

Gadsden, Kenya 

Gamache, Tristen 
Garcia, Armani 

Gonzales, Christian 
Gonzales, Javier 

Graves, Eiji 

Green, Jacob 
Grubb, Emma 

Guzman, Alexandra 
Hall, Sarah 

Hallett, Megan 

Jeremy 
Alsay says 
"Kevin Hart 



Harrell, Satchell 
Hartman, Taylor 
Heck, Eric 
Henderson, Chloe 
Hill, Jamil 

Hudson, Carson 
Ibarra-Borgonia, 
Jadelyn 
Jiminez, Jonas 
Johnson, Johnathon 
Johnson, Michael 

Jones, Elijah 
Jones, Ellenster 
Joseph, Christen-Marie 
Joseph, Enrique 
Jump, Harrison 

Kawamura, Mai 
Kieweg, Sydney 
Kimbrell, Robert 
Klimek, Xavier 
Kreamer, Madeline 

Jamil Hill 
"President 
Obama." 

Caleb 
Sablan says 
"Katy Perry." 

Rina Diaz 
saysv'Ted. 

{ Crvn/rrvn 



Laurenti, Jasmine 
Laxa, Jeanne Marie 

Leal, Tomas 
LeBlanc, Justin 
Lederer, Verle 

Lewis, Peyton 
Lowery, James 

Lynch, Driyanna 
Lynn, Alexis 

Macaluso, Christian o r 
. E n 



WHY DO™ WUBMAKI! 
Austin Alexander and Satchel I Harrell 

"We love the chicken at 
lunch." 

inatuvb i 
w.w • 
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Mulvey, Kavan 
Munoz, Isabella 
Nelson, Anthony 
Nunn, Taylor 
O'Brien, Kaleb 

Oliver, Jazmyn 
Orr, Jonathan 
Osborne, Lovie 
Padua, Christian 
Page, Paul 

Pagel, Madison 
Palazzo, Cameron 
Palmer, Kristian 
Paniagua, Jocelli 
Peters. Branden 

Pickard, Raelee 
Pinkney, Kahlil 
Pirrotta, Dana 
Poole, Dauson 
Pope, William 

Portillo, Isiah 
Puckett, Triston 
Quashie, Brendon 
Reichenberg, D'Angelo 
Reyno, Sarah 



Rivera, Jacqueline 
Robinson, Miriam 

Rodriguez, Victoria 
Rosete, Krishafaye 
Rubio, Alexandra 

Runquist, Jacob 
Sablan, Caleb 

Sagun, Jeric 
Sami, Adam 

San Juan, Elle 

Sanders, Roosevelt 
Scarry, Lauren 

Schrader, Ian 
Schultz, Morgan 

Scott, Paris 

Smith, Kyree 
Smith, Tonika 

Soderlund, Anastasia 
Soliz, Amber 

Sorndok, Jiraporn 

Shanks, Alianna 
Shiroma, Destiny 

Sloniker, Savannah 
Smilowitz. Hikari 

Smith, Daniel 

Spangenberger, Kelsey 
Sparks, Christopher 

Stamper, Tanner 
Stevens, Destiny 

Stravers, Johanna 



Rivera, Jacqueline 
Robinson, Miriam 

Rodriguez, Victoria 
Rosete, Krishafaye 
Rubio, Alexandra 

Runquist, Jacob 
Sablan, Caleb 

Sagun, Jeric 
Sami, Adam 

San Juan, Elle 

Sanders, Roosevelt 
Scarry, Lauren 

Schrader, Ian 
Schultz, Morgan 

Scott, Paris 

Shanks, Alianna 
Shiroma, Destiny 

Sloniker, Savannah 
Smilowitz, Hikari 

Smith, Daniel 

Smith, Kyree 
Smith, Tonika 

Soderlund, Anastasia 
Soliz, Amber 

Sorndok, Jiraporn 

Spangenberger, Kelsey 
Sparks, Christopher 

Stamper, Tanner 
Stevens, Destiny 

Stravers, Johanna 



Street, Kearra 
Swope, Skylar 
Tantharuk, Nuttapong 
Tawes, Alexis 

LauwM birfex bark 

u>rtb tfcf Htrfe tftibr 

iH TbalPajwcL 
Taylor, Cody 
Thomas, Bryce 
Trotter, Khrystyna 
Turner, Gary 

Valmonte, Carl 
Veenstra, Leo 
Victorino, Mark Eric 
Wagner, William 

Washam, Mindy 
Washington, Imani 
Welch. Sydney 
White, Kennady 

White, Nigel 
Whitecrane, Kana 
Wood, Alexander 
Wright, Johann 

Zimmerman, Moeko 

•Morovwo.— 
Strafit 
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, Isabelle v n Aj,a"» iuanuci ^eteiaryis 
Hardesty (Vice President), Ami Eldridge (President) 

Freshmen 



The freshman class of 2017 came into a new school with a new 
attitude. This spunky group of kids were ready for whatever obstacle 
high school could throw at them and knew they could get through this 
tough year with a positive attitude. This is a confident, courageous, 
and intelligent bunch of students who know where they stand and 
where they are going in life. Even though they are the youngest of the 
school, so far they are the loudest and largest. Although the class of 
2017 has gotten through their first year of high school, they have just 
started their adventure and they still have a while to go. It is up to 
each of them to decide where their adventure will take them. 

>»arcfc 
Swsom 



Acevedo, Daniel 
Agra, Haley 

Aguilar, Giovanni 
Allen, Chance 

Anderson, Emi 

Anthony, Connor 
Aquino, Katricia 
Arroyo, Amanda 
Ascencio, David 

Balabis, Nicholas 

Barr, Jacob 
Barrett, Alec 

Baskin, Teion 
Bauer, Coral 

Beall, Tan-Show 

Beard, Tajiana 
Bebout, Leah 

Bennefield, Alejandro 
Bernis, Kristian 

Brooksby, Austin 

Alexander Robertson 
says, "Someone 
important. Hopefully." 



Michael Holt says, 
"A zookeeper." 

Tyler Yocum 
savs, "Not broke 

•jaorwrwu ^fhztak^ 
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Calvin, Jayton 
Campbell, Shayne 
Carter, Tyler 
Cavanaugh, Troi 
Cerca, Maribel 

Broughton, Michael 
Brown, Dasia 
Brown, Emily 
Burbach, Chance 
Burke, Xavier 

Clancy, Deointae 
Clardy, Shelby 
Coppa, Michael 
Dalzell, Shanea 
Davis, Zachary 

Deleon Guerrero, Jordyn 
Demotica, Catherine Joy 
Deravin, Eric 
Deviney, Kayla 
Diaz, Alexcis 



Forsblad, Logan 
Frilles, Zane 
Fugate, Scott 

Gates, Mackenzie 
Gipson, Ashlyn 

Jorge Oliva says 
"Jackie Chan." 

Dominguez, Julio 
Dorsey, Jesse 

Doten, Madison 
Dumagan, Lynka 

East, Reaven 

Eldridge, Ami 
Elliott, Bradley 
Elliott, Lauren 

Emery, Kana 
Esskuchen, Mariah 

Fay, Samantha 
Fernandez, Jared 

Fidel, Nikita 
Ford, Hunter 

Foreman, Drake 



Todd Rigle says, 
"Indiana Jones." 

[Tslikita Fidel 
says, "Scott 
Pilgrim." 

Hollins, Robert 
Holt, John 
Hyche, Austin 
Ingerson, Jordan 
Jackson, La'Keriya 
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Jarvis, Zoe 
Jerdon, Jeremy 
Johsnon. Natalya 
Journigan, Javohn 
Joyce, Thomas 

Thomas Beall 
says, "Ron 
Weasley from 
Harry Potter." 

-V--
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Glenn, Yazmin 
Gozon, Abbey 
Hall, Josiah 
Hardesty, Isabelle 
Hayden, Rebekah 

Haynes, Connor 
Hendges, Michael 
Heredia, Rene 
Herndon, Grace 
Hickman, Ciena 



Reaven East 
says, "My 4 
camera." r 

Marcus Lee 
says, "My i 
phone." 1 

Tressa | 
MacDonald 
says, "My 
mom." 

Stmti 

Kelly, Jennifer 
Key, Charnise 
Kinard, Jacob 
Kison, Derick 

Knudsen, Jonas 

Korcz, Cameron 
Koslowsky, Brandy 

Layug, Junnel 
Lee, Marcus 

Legorreta, Allan 

Lewallen, Stephen 
Lind, Graciella 

Lora, Ashley 
Lowe, Andrew 

MacDonald, Tressa 

Macaluso, Anthony 
Magana, Emmanuel 

Mancera, Marco Paolo 
Manglona, Fidel 

Manuel, Liann 

Joshua Trotter 
says, "A bike."j 



Y&o A&E cu ah 
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fl lamp to see in thsz dark? 

one item Y6\J fl fetter to write back home? fl map to find your way? 

Manzanet, Raquel 
McGinnis, Tyler 
McKaney, Janae 
McKoy, Trey 
McRory, Emily 

McCarty, Kyan 
Medina, Sydney 
Mensah, Maame-Ekua 
Mergen, Nathen 
Mesquita, Pablo 

Miranda. Diego 
Mitchell, Jahron 
Morente, Gio 
Mulvey, Kassidy 
Mussori, Emily 

Nation, Michael 
Neal, Yaminah 
Neathawk, Stacey 
Neitzke, Mary 
Nelson, Kaylee 

Nesselhauf, Christopher 
Olea, Derrick 
Oliva, Jorge 
Owen, Claire 
Paloschavez, Andrea 



Parker, Jenaye 
Pittman, Andre 

Plattsmier, James 
Pope, Kailey 

Preciado, Lorenzo 

Renfeld, Analicia 
Reuter, Katelyn 

Richardson, Treyvon 
Rigle, Todd 

Rios, Keliana 

«• AflllV1! 

Robertson. 
Alexander 

Robinson, Danton 
Romo, Caroline 

Roncone, Stephen 
Rosario, Joshua 

Provost, Gabriella 
Quashie, Darius 

Ratliff, Dante 
Rayos, Ashley 

Nicole 
Rempola, Morihito 

Sanchez, Luis 
Sanchez, Xavier 

Sanders, Aika 
Sar, Anna 

Sexton, Ashley 

Ruiz, Alysa 
Runquist, Nicholas 

Salazar, Kristen 
San Juan, Ciara 

Sanchez, Joenathan 



Shell, Chloe 
Shortridge, Dominick 
Smith, Donna 
Smith, Grace 

Smith, Venishea 
Snow, Justice 
Sokau, Julia 
Starzy, Joseph 

Steele, Jazmine 
Stover, Gabriel 
Strinden, Brock 
Stuart, Jacob 

Sykes, Christian 
Tello, Chanelle 
Terry, Abbigail 
Townsel, Alyzah 

Townsend, Alexis 
Trask, Hayden 
Trotter, Joshua 
Trumble. Madalyn 

I love my friends. Party 
Hernandez and Sydney Medina 

Vachrn&h ) .Szeverw 
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Turcotte, Talon 
Turner, Jakayla 
Valiente, Aeriel 

Vasquez, Gabriel 
Velazquez, Jeanetsey 

Wallace, Alina 
Ward, Austin 
Ware, Mykai 

Wilkins, Josaiah 
Wollie, Chelsea 

Wood, Mikayla 
Wright, Chamareya 

Wyble, Scott 
Yocum. Tyler 

Young, Alexander 

Zuniga-Castaneda, 
Elizabeth 

•^->1 





Alvarado, Tony 
Bales, Fred 

Beall, Melissa 
Beaver, Ray 

Brookover, Elisha 

Coia, Ron 
Cominski, Megan 

Coulter, Walt 
Daffine. Florine 

Davis, Stephanie 

Deakins, Amy 
Driggs, Robert 

Eastman, 
Christopher 

Eastman, Jillian 
Ebarle, EmiLou 

Engle, Ethan 
Evans, Robert 

Fick, Jon 
Futey, Chanda 

Gamez, Patrick 

Geist, Christine 
Geist, Ron 

Guzman, Diana 
Hairston, Antoni 

Hogen, Mike 

Bunyan. Jen 
Butler, Shane 

Calvin, Lonnae 
Chang, Gladys 

Chumely, Terry 



Honnold, Mark 
Knudsen, Shawn 
Leafgreen, Ron 
Lundberg, Addy 
Malik, Saleem 

n 
r 
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Mastriana, Robert 
Mead, Denise 
Menendez, Rosa 
Mergen, Stacy 
O'Connell, Michele 

Peterson, Kevin 
Pitt. John 
Pope, Jackie 
Rawls, Larry 
Repasky, Harold 

Ruffin, Sandra 
Shaver, Darren 
Sinclair, Keweda 
Spain. Butch 
Stevens, Niki 

mss 

Thompson, Charmers 
Toor, Randy 
Walden, Jon 
West, Phillip 
Wootton, Erika 

York, Rachel 
Young, David 
Zeigler, Shonica 
Zoboblish, Hatsumi 
Zoboblish, Phillip 
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'Mfiyiriel 6uqovtt Canistej jmcy Opanci 'lelrtfPupel 
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Sbanko ISav/jak 
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Porna MadoHvOs 
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Hucos \o0rcnovo o Kjmcnle*- Baldza Orfano 
Musovica Susan Vrko/om 

K. Basik, tllausta o Ztf/eni 
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Mik o lied 

Zorkani 
Ma/era ftachi 

Euroso, 
otfostanfiikov 

Bade/o 

in on' 
VusHr 

Drovionr 

THE ADDRESS TO BE WRITTEN ON THIS SIDE irkafcs 

Kubasaki students have an array of different interests and hobbies that 

offow them to be a part of a very dk/erse se/ection of c/ubs and organizations 

on catrpus. From the 007 G/ub and their beach c/earc~upts, to the JROTC 

program andtheir Or iffandTHiffe teams, a//the way to AA.ode/Congress debates, 

students have notroub/e finding one totheir /thing, f he C/ubs andOrganizations 

section captures some of the amazing acLeatures students enjoyed in Tdand, 

Art. and the either great c/ubs and organizations we have at Kubasaki fiigh 

Scboo/iThe Dragons who participate in these put in hours of hard work to he/p 

the community, he/p their careers, and even he/p make this very yearbook. This 

section captures those experiences that make this chapter of our Mces more 
meaning/id. 
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Guitar/Choir (pg. 112-113) 
International Thesbian Society/Drama (pg. 114-115) 

Band/School of Rock (pg. 116) 
007 Club/Art (pg. 117) 

Model Congress/Culinary Arts (pg. 118) 
Yearbook/Journalism (pg. 119) 

National Honor Society/ Mu Alpha Theta (pg. 120) 
Associated Student Body/Student 2 Student (pg. 121) 

Rifle Team/Drill Team/JROTC Program (pg. 122-123) 
S.T.E.M. (pg. 124-125) 

French/Spanish (pg. 126) 
Japanese/Chinese (pg. 127) 
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Every Guitar student this year will agree that each class period was a unique experience that they will bring 

with them throughout their entire lives. In guitar class, students learn a new hobby and practice hard to 
memorize new notes and pieces of music. These students have also been able to gain courage when they 
performed for the Madrigal Dinner Concert. It has been a challenging journey, but a very rewarding one. 

First Row-Kahmeili Juare, Will Pope, Yuki Eyre, 
Kristian Hood, Steven Hendricks. 
Second Row-Jeramiah Bends. Josiah Hall, Venisha 
Smith, Andrea Paloschavez, Hayden Trask 
Third Row- Mikavla Wood, Jordyn Deleon Guerrero. 
Noeile Michiline. Ellenster Jones. Leah Bebout, Kharlin 
Villanueva. Eric Heck, Mr. Ron Geist 

First Row- Victoria Monreal, Sara Stavale, Jadelyn 
Ibarra-Borgonia, Alexandra Rubio 
Second Row- Mia Kawamura, Nikila Fidel. Joshua 
Rosario, Koya Clemens, Jared Fernandez 
Third Row- Jesus Gallardo, Branded Peters. Estuardo 
Caceres-Terhune, Gavin Bogan, Daniel Mora, Roosevelt 
Sanders 

1. Estuardo Caceres-
Terhune practices on his 
guitar, salsa style! 
2. Katricia Aquino plays the 
chords that were given to her by 
her instructor, Mr. Geist. 
3. Victoria Monreal and 
Alexcis Diaz practices their 
songs together to perform for 
thier dual guitar test. 

First Row: Allan Legoretta, Julio Dominguez, 
Dubia Mueller, Verla Lederer, Katricia Aquino 
Second Row: David Braun, Johnathon Johnson, 
Mercedez Abadia, Mr. Geist, Kento Uemura, Ian 
Schrader 

Jared Fernandez and Tanner 
Trumble practice their songs for the 
Guitar Classes' performance in the 
Madrigal Dinner Show along with the 
Choir classes. 

Jesus Gallardo shows us that even 
Wolverine can play guitar. Jesus enjoys 
guitar and brightens up the class with his 
positive spirit,which makes learning more 
fun for all involved. 
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Singing isn't as simple as you think! The Choir Organization has mastered the many musical notes 
that they have to sing on key and in unison to make the beautiful melody you hear down the halls of 
the 100's bui lding. Choir's students have practiced their vocal chords to hit the perfect notes for the 
enjoyment of others, inspiring them in the process. The streneous practice of the Choir students makes 
the voice of Kubasaki High School much more prominent. 

First Row: Rachael Stackpoole, Jessica Ganci, Aleesa Chavez, 
Graciella Lind, Brandy Koslowsky, Kassidy Mulvey, Ariel Diaz, 
Ariel Valiente, Moeko Zimmerman, Jeanne Marie Laxa. Julie 
Mathis 
Second Row: Jonathan Orr, Kurt Bernis, Robert Taggart, Brenden 
Fay, Amber Soliz, Natasha Navas, Taylor Trumble, Chloe 
Henderson 
Third Row: Enaizsa Deravin, Melinda Causey, Talea Wilcox, 
Jared Rosario, Maurice Sanders, Brenden Neu, Jeramiah Benns, 
Jamil Hill, Marina Cerca. Charnise Key. Kearra Street 
Fourth Row: Noelle Michiline, Reaven East, Steven Hendricks, 
Scott Weber, Thomas Warren. Hayden Trask, Isabella Munoz, 
Jerilyn Geist, Christen-Marie Joseph , Jazmyn Oliver, Mr. Ron 
Geist 

Jonas Jimenez performs his 
solo with Luke Pirrotta in the 
song "Once Upon a Time" at 
the Okinawa District Music 
Festival. 

First Row: Kuyia Arney, Mindy Washam, Je'Brie Lujan,Carianna Bellota, 
Shantrell Burke, Miriam Robinson 
Second Row: Samanlha Fugate, Kailani Cornick. Noel Wilfrom, Marissa 
Mcsquita, Kharlin Villanucva, Victoria San Miguel, Jerilyn Geist, Renoa 
Lancaster 
Third Row: Emily Spotts, Jonas Jimenez, Kahmeili Juare, Ruben 
Modicue-Casiano, Christian Padua, Pablo Mesquita, Joevehn Lo, Talena 
Weber, Kayla Anderson 
Fourth Row: Shoichiro Vivas, Angelo Bourdony, Gabriel Stover, 
Nicholas Pagel, Luke Pirrotta, Phillip Kreag, Liam Michiline, William 

urlin. Deaven Curtis, Kourtney Mirchell 

OR THE VOICE 15 IN IE WE SINE 
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First Row: Peyton Lew is, Jakay la Turnerr, Taylor Trumble, Elliya 
Mcintosh, Moriyoshi Rempola, Emily McRory 
Sycpnfl Rq\v; ShancaDalzell, Abbigail Terry. Keana Aquino. Sara 
Stavale. Jacob Stuart, Michael Coppa, Logan Forsblad, Brcnden 
Neu, Scott Wyble 
Third Row; Joseph Cervantes, Shantrell Burke, Krislen Salazar, 
Shelby Clardy, Mary Neitzke, Tanner Trumble, William Curtin, 
ParkerLatinctte, KavcnMulvey, Roy Vincent Kreag.JoshuaChase, 
Khrystyna Trotter, Catclyn Plattsmier, Kayla Arney 

First Row: Juliet Zimmennan, Leasha Tawes, Regan 
Kreamer, Kenya Gadsden, Mackensie Ward, Bailey Lisk, 
Emily Spoils, James Parker, Jason Knudsen, Kyra 
McRory 
Second Row: Angelique Kerbrat, Courtney Ford, Haley 
Mitchell, Erin Bugler, Jazmyn Oliver, Mauryn Morfitt, 
Corenne Stuart, Kamren Felton, 
Jacqueline Rivera, Dominique Crawford, Maurice 
Saunders 

Enaizsa Deravin and 
Liann Manuel 

[»i aim 
First Row: Lauren Scarry, Jonas Hickman, Je'Brie Lujan. 
Chrisel Belin, Varian Leggett, Yasmin Butler, Mariah 
Esskuchen, Lauren Elliott, Samantha Fay 
Second Row; Harrison Jump, Liam Michiline, Mikaela 
Tuner. Alyssa Bonini, Adrianna Cadenas, Ian Mastriano, 
Yaminah Neal, Breanna Mitchell, Rocky Manzanet, 
Christian Erazo, Liann Manuel, Coral Bauer, James 
Lowery, Enaizsa Deravin, Jacob Kinard 

BAs our drama classes 
practiced the classic, 
"Cinderella" story, 

fKubasaki's Josh Chase 
Uand Roy Kreag 
•portrayed the Ugly Step 

Sisters as they demanded 
their morning breakfast 
be perfect. 

First Row: Mauryn Morfitt, Bailey Lisk, Mrs. Amy 
Deakins, Corenne Stuart, Raegan Kreamer 
Second Row: Kamren Felton, Kayla Anderson, Xena 
Baza, Madeline Pagel, Kenya Gadsden 

Can t remember the answers to a test? Try 
memorizing 50 pages of lines to act out. The 
Drama classes learn different acting techniques 
and practice with performances such as the 
Coffee House Performance for parents, and skits 
forZukeran Elementary students. Drama allows 
students to go beyond their comfort zone and 
explore their potential on stage. 

This year's Far East Drama team traveled to Iwakuni, Japan 
to compete their acting skills with other schools around the 
Pacific. Our team got a Superior award for their "Anybody for 
Tea" skit, and an Excellence Award for their act, "The 
Autograph" starring Corenne Stuart and Mauryn Morfitt. The 
team fancied meeting new people and competeing with them. 
Although this is the end for some of our senior Far East members, 
but their adventures will strive on as many of them will aim to 
act collegiately and even as a profession! 

Far East Drama is definitely my favorite thing 
to look forward to in the schoolyear. Kubasaki 
put a lot of work into rehearsals and it was such 
a nice experience for our efforts to be recognized 
with awards. The Drama community is so 
welcoming and refreshing that by the time we 
came home we had so many friends from all over 
the Pacific. Sadly, as a senior, this was my last 
year going—but I'm so excited to hear about what 
our school brings to the table next year. 
- Corenne Stuart 

M 

Front Row: Mrs. 
A 

Amy Deakins, Kayla 
Anderson, Lauren 
Scarry, Raquel 
Monzanet 
Second Row: 
Mackensie Ward, 
Kenya Gadsden, 
Jason Knudsen, 
Kamren Felton, Jacob 
Stuart, Mauryn 
Morfitt, Corenne 
Stuart. 

1. Members from Kubasaki's Far East 
team, united with other DoDDs schools to 
compose a play, and allowed them to show 
off their talents. 
2. Our Far East team made several new 
friends from all around the Pacific. 
3. Kayla Anderson and Mauryn Morfitt 
enjoy their time in the cold Iwakuni air. 



The members of the Fall prodution drama club did an 
outstanding job portraying Rudyard Kipling's "Jungle 
Book". An abandoned child raised by wolves, played 
by our Isabella Ortega, goes on an adventure through 
the jungle toward his humanity. 

the • Kubasaki Spring Production Cast Strikes A Pose 
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This year's Spring production was a 
portrayal of "A Very Potter Musical," 
where the main character, 'Harry Potter' 
was played by none other than 
Kubasaki's own Jose Torres! Harry 
Potter discovers the magical world of 
Hogwarts and, with the help of his 
friend Ron, played by Luke Pirrotta. 
and Hermoine, played by Corenne 
Stuart, triumphs over the evil 
Voldemort and saves the land of 
wizardry. 

Without our backstage hands, we would have no show. 
Thank you to Regan Kreamer, Shantay Jones, Erin 
Bugler, and James Lowery for making our fall 
production a success! 

r® M "All THE WHIP'S A STASE AHD All THE 
U i J  W O M F W  i i F P F l Y  P I  A Y F I K H  C U A K K D  " - SHAKESPEARE 

Balloo, played by Bailey Lisk, 
warns Mowgli, played by Isabella 
Ortega, of the dangers that his 
decisions are leading him to. 

as she is the j 
momma wolf of the human 
child. She and her wolf pack 
raised the child, when found 
wandering in the forest. 

Emily Spotts brings her character to 
life as she applies makeup to her face 
to transform into her character as 
one of the three hummingbirds that 
guide the Jungle Book story. 

jVoldemort, Kamren Felton, kills I 
Ledrick Diggory, Jacob Stuart, in "A I 
Very Potter Musical". 
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First Row: Enrique Joseph, Grace Hcrndon, Isabelle Hardesty. Ciena Hickman 
Second Row: Mykai Ware. Paul Page. Justin Covington 
Third Row: Moriyoshi. Scbaslion And/ola. Darius Melton. Emily Brown. Kyan 
McCarty, Grace Smith 
Fourth Row: Nicholas Balabis. Brcanna Redmond. Nalhen Mergen. Mr. I lonnold 

1. Isabelle Hardesty concentrates on 
the notes on her music sheet. 
2. The Kubasaki Band plays their 
opening number at the Okinawa Music 
Festival 
3. Grace Smith properly places her 
hands on the tuba to play her notes. 
4. Ciena Hickman and Johanna 
Stravers stay on key awaiting their 
number (hat is coming up soon. 

rhe School of Rock band 
practices all year in 
preparation to play at 
various Kubasaki events, 
rhese students make 
;overs, and sometimes 

School of Rock started in 2012 and has steadily grown in 
popularity. These students utilize their knowledge ot various 
instruments, as well as their countless hours of rehearsal in hopes 
to be able to perform more for the school. They even lend then 
talents to choir shows with cover performances of songs such as 
"Hey There Delilah" by the Plain White T's. 

' M SAXY AND I KNOW IT 

The Kubasaki Band is a group of talented students with a passion to 
learn how to either play different instruments or expand their current 
knowledge of specialized instruments. They learn to play many 
symphonies and marches, which they use in their performances in the 
Okinawa District Music Festival and other island-wide events. To be in 
Kubasaki's band, you must have the determination to make commitments 
and practice constantly. These qualities are found within many of the 
talented students participating in the Kubabaki band. 

NOW LET'S (FT OUT THERE ANt> UELTSOME FACES! J 

Yuki Eyre Plays 
Bass practicing with 
the group for their 
performance with the 
Choir classes. 

Yuki Eyre, Khameili 
Juare, Kristian Hood, 
Steven Hendricks; the 
members of the School 
of Rock band strike a 
pose together. They're 
used to all the paparazzi 
and pictures! 
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Formally known as the Surf Club, the Double-0 7 Club spends their 
weekends helping our ecosystem and protecting sea life by cleaning the 
beaches of Okinawa. The 007 club has performed clean ups at Sunset 
Beach, Torii Beach, and Araha Beach. They have also cleaned up the 
Ginowan and Kadena seawalls. By doing so, this club has helped make 
the beaches of Okinawa safe and clean for everyone. 

Mary Clardy 
(Left), and Randii 
Cavanaugh 
(Right), adventure 
around Sunset 
Beach in search of 
trash to pick up so 
there is no chance of 
harming sealife. 

Derrick Sanders. Matthew Duffy, and Kento 
Uemura collaborate their ideas in order to create 
a beautiful painting. 

There is no place better to clear your mind 
1an outside in the courtyard with nothing but a 
eauvas, a pa int brush, and your thoughts. Art 
^•iss helps student express themselves and their 
ee ingS while also showcasing their creativity 

j1 ' s,Th's year's Far East art students traveled 
o lokyo to explore the minds of other artists in 
we"' work presented in the Mori Art Museum, 
__1IC 1 'nspites them to continue their passion. 

1. Margaux Pauli gazes at other artwork 
featured at a museum in Tokyo. 
2. Terah Whitehurst poses next to her piece 
that won the Curator's Award. 
3. Erika Johnson and Abbey Mae Gozon 
explore and wander the museum glancing at 
other work. 
4. Kathryn Dawson poses with her beautiful 
artwork being shown at the museum. 
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T  . . .  r ) r , j  .  ,  .  M r s .  W o o t t o n  started sponsoring the Surf Treasurer of the 007 club, and ™ r nr,_ , . . _. , Club in 2013, which was renamed the 007 designs the fliers to advertise ... . ,, . „ ., . , , . club to stand for Okinawa Outdoors 7 Days scheduled clean ups. , J 
^ a week. 

Ema Grubb carefully mixes the 
colors on her canvas to create her 
masterpiece. 

Mrs. Wootton. Randii Cavanaugh, Mary 
Clardy, Daisy Hershberger, and Mrs. Matthews 

clean up Sunset Beach at Mihama as their first 
beach clean up of this year! 

fit HESS NC FEELINGS HAT MUDS CANNOT EX 
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Luke Pirrotta, Xena 
Baza, Dakarai Roe, 
Nicholas Pagel, 
Marissa Mesquita, 
Talena Weber, 
Michael Elliot. 
Jessica Meno. 
Mathew Myers, and 
Lauren Schultz 
Travel to Hong Kong 
in a competition to 
debate important 
topics of today's 
society and pressing 
issues concerning our 
government. 

SETTING THE STANDARDS OF OUR NATION'S FUTURE 
Model Congress is an organization of 

exceptional students. Model Congress students 
have the leadership skills and the knowledge to 
debate important issues of our nation's 
government. These students research topics and 
come together to talk about what they learned and 
decide on a resolution for any problem that is given 
to them. 

First Row: Erika Johnson, Jessica Meno. Lauren Schultz, Marissa 
Mesquita, Talena Weber, Darkarai Roe, Mr. Coia 
Second Row: Josephine Mitchell, Alex Mutuc, William Curtin. Grace 
Smith, Nicholas Pagel, Luke Pirrotta 

Co-President Luke 
Pirrotta talks to the 
members about fundrais ing 
for their Far East trip. 

) m V h IP r i f i  
Christian Jemmont. Team Leader Tyesha Butle 
Angel Washam. Our culinary Arts Far East team tn 
us a championship with their great team work anc 
them to the prostart national invitation comp 
Minnesota! 

r, Karen Robinson, and 
tveled to Yokota and won 
Okinawa Soba, leading 

etition in Minneapolis, 

1. Mrs. Geist instructs the class 011 using math in culinary. 
2. Austin Blake sets up the dessert table for Madrigal 
Dinner. 
3. Josephine Mitehcll calculates the measurements needed 
lor her recipe. 

Culinary Aits is not just a cooking class, it's also a guide to success in a career 
in the culinaiy business. Students learn how to calculate prices and 
measurerments needed for a successful course. This class allows students to get 
used to being under pressure and thinking on their feet. 

rirst Kow: Malta Martin. Haley Mitchell, Courtney Hopper 
Second Row: Ryan Moon, Jose Torres Desiree Shaw, Chiyor: 
Vivas, Angel Washam, Emily Cervantes, Winston Maxwell. 
Brandon Shellman 
Third Row: Renton Poole, Parker Latinette, Justin Leblanc, 
Dakarai Roe, Christian Jemmont, Josephine Mitchell 

\£sUHna& 
- m ,  

First Row: Preston Duque, Natasha Navas, Vivian Huerta, Justan Johnson, Renoa 
Lancaster, Dominique Lopez, Ariana Eisenberg 
Second Row: Kahlil Pinkney, Shay Barnes, Jacob Green, Jonah Hickman, Austin 
Blake, Violeta Mercado, Brenden Fay 
Not pictured: Karen Robinson 

Secretary Marissa Mesquita with 
Presidents Nick Pagel and Luke 

Pirrotta 
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First Row: Melissa Alien/a, 
Margarita Ayala, Sarah 
Birklcy, Miranda Finn, 
Kandii Cnvannugh, Breanna 
Frlaiul 
Second Row: Fgao Asato, 
Joanne McCoy, Vivian 
Hucrta, Tomas Leal, Amber 
Soli/. 
Third Row: Yuri Burgard, 
Justan Johnson, Morgan 
Schult/, Krisha Rosete, 
Sarah Ncgahnquct, Mikayla 
Cornish, Deja Broughton, 
Christian Macaluso 
Not Pictured: Ghia Ulrey and 
Crystal Sieber 

The stress of deadlines is legit. The Yearbook 
staff attended every event involving Kubasaki, so 
that every student can enjoy the memories of 
2013-2014 in one great book. There are so many 
deadlines in Yearbook class, and these students 
accomplished it all. The Yearbook class really 
teaches students to manage their time wisely, and 
to be dedicated to their work. 

As Copy Editor, Tanner 
Trumble looks over the work 

of his peers and perfects it. 

First Row: Crystal Sieber, Kelsey Rogers, Sarah Waiter. Nicole 
Michael, Nina Luksha 

Donna Smith, Breanna Mitchell, Shadriyah Barnes, 
Taylor Trumble, Tanner Trumble. Rahman Farnell. Sara Frazier, 
Paris Scott, Mr. West 

Journalism is a class where strudents express their own styles 
°f writing and share news to fellow Kubasaki students. The Journalism 
class operate the "Typhoon" which is the official newspaper of the 
school. The newspaper covers sports, entertainment, breaking news, 
cu ture' opinions, and more, that occur through the year. 

Mr. West 
asssists 

Breanna 
Mitchell with 
the outline of 

her 
newspaper 

article. 

musn 
Student Life: Yuri ourgaru aiiu maigama /\yaia. 
Clubs: Tomas Leal, Krisha Rosete, and Christian Macaluso 
Seniors: Angel Renfeld and Joanne McCoy. Student Life: Amber Soliz, Egao Asato, and Sarah Birkley 
Sports: Deja Broughton. Mikayla Comish, and Meli Atienza 

THE TRUTH 15 REVEALED IN THE WORDS OF THE STUDENTS 
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NHS members: (Left) Taylor 
Hartman, Regan Kreamer, Mauryn 
Morfitt, Rebecca Williams, Madison 
Page), Sarah Birkley. Sarah Hall, 
Alexandra Calhoun, Josie Daffin, 
Dana Pirrotta, Erika Johnson. Jonas 
Jimenez, Jerilyn Geist. Samantha 
Fugate, Matt Myers, Talena Weber. 
Delaney MeBride, Aleesa Chavez, 
Mark Ebarle. Jessica Bernardo, 
Lauren Schultz. Adam Saini. Naomi 
Yocum, Jessica Meno, Jason I 
Knudsen, Luke Estes, Michael Elliott, I 
Marissa Mesquita, Ghia Ulry. • 
Cheyenne Baza. Jilliane Al'able. Allie J 
Powers 
Not Pictured: Nicholas Pagel 

Mu Alpha Theta is an 
organization of talented 
individuals with a passion lot-
learning math. This year our 
MAT members have spent 
their lime exercising their 
minds through hours of 
coding, and getting the school 
involved with celebrating Pi 
day with a cake walk. To be 
in MAT, you are expected to 
have a talent for math, and 
that is exactly what the 
members of Mu Alpha Theta 
have. 

Ml! Alpha I heta Members: Moriyoshi Rempola, Aaron Manuel, Mary Clardy, Moeko Zimmerman 
Luke Pirrota. Jessica Bernardo, Jessica Freedman, Samantha Fugate. Jessica Meno. Naomi Yocum. 
Luke Estes, Alex Mutuc, Jilliane Atable. Cheyenne Baza, Justin Sotingco, Mark Ebarle. Madison 
Pagel, Leandro Solidum, Alysha Gilliard. Adam Sami, Sarah Walter, Richard Erland Michael Elliot 
Aleesa Chavez, Regan Kreamer, Talena Weber, Allie Powers. Jarred Eusebio, Jerilyn Geist Raven 
Heggem, Eric Heck. Nick Pagel, and Marissa Mesquita 
Not Pictured: Kareem Key and Jordan Brito 

-i 

President Luke Pirrotta 
gives a speech for the 
new inductees of MAT 
with the assistance of 
Secretary Jessica 
Freedman and Treasurer 
Aaron Manuel. 
Not Pictured: Vice 
President Jordan Brito 

1. The inductees of 
2013-2014 prepare for their 
esteemed induction. 
2. MAT members 
participate in an hour of 
coding. 
3. Students celebrate Pi day 
with a cake walk. 
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National Honor Society is an organization of 
exceptional students who have maintained a 3.5 or 
above GPA and are enrolled in atleast 1 AP class. 
These students don't just settle for passing, they 
exceed above the norm and strive to be the best. NHS 
members do volunteer work such as reading the kids 
at Zukeran Elementary School, and tutor their peers. 

WHO SAID MATH WAS HARD? f | |  f\  



HP SHl>fKT WD] WE RULE THE SCHOOL! 
President Vice President Secretary Treasurer 

SriSi 
Above: Vice President 
Madison Pagel talks 
about prom while 
resident Xena Baza 

records 
elow: ASB meeting to 

talk about ideas for prom. 

The Associated Student Body (ASB) is a group of students 
that are elected to represent the student body of Kubasaki High 
School. Each grade level has representatives who, in addition 
to coming up with ideas to make life better for the students, also 
manage the schools' student-finances for the student activities 
on campus. These people have leadership skills and a passion 
to better Kubasaki. 

WELCOMING NEW STUDENTS TO THE KUBI 
Jade Martinez swaps stories with a Student 
2 Student member, Alysha Gilliard. about 
how it is to move around so much as opposed 
to staying in one place for long. 

(Left): Symone Best, La'Keriya Jackson, Breanna 
I ! '? TT ,^asin'n Butler, Jaylynn Martinez, Tomas 

' christian Macaluso, Yaminah Neal, Madison 
Pagel, Jarrett Mitchell 

Members of Student 2 Student pair up 
with students recently enrolled at W 
Kubasaki to talk about fun things to F 
do on the island and how to ease the 
stress of life as a military child. 

The focus of the Student 2 Student Club is to welcome newcomers to 
Kubasaki, make them feel like an immediate part of the Dragon family, and 
to get them acclimated to the inner workings of their new school. Students 
that have lived in Okinawa a longtime, students that have moved to Okinawa 
a couple years ago. and students that have only PCSd here, are all a part of 
S2S. They get together and talk about their experiences and things to do to 
relieve the stress of moving around so much. It helps to know that you are 
never alone, and that wherever you go, you will always have friends. 
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First Row: Darius Quashie, Amanda Arroyo, Carl Valmonte. Harrison Jump 
Second Row: Dara Pukdee, Richard Erland, Scott Weber, Connor Haynes 

Ready, aim, tire! The Kubasaki Rifle team, led by Richard Erland, has 
prepared cadets to concentrate, relax, and to have a sharp eye for the target. 
These students have trained, practiced, and have concentrated on technique 
to get the best shot they could aim for. They have spent hours on the shooting 
grounds trying to perfect their skills for the Far East Rifle Competition. 

This year, the Rifle Team traveled with their coach, 
Captain Gibson, in December to participate in the 
Far East Rifle Competition in Sasebo, Japan. Ending 
the tournament in third place overall, the Dragon 
Rifle team demonstrated hard work, skill, and 
concentration to represent our school. Above is a 
few of the Rifle team members, getting ready to 
board their flight to take on all the other DoDDS 
schools to gain the Far East Champions title. 
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Drill Team commanders Roy Kreag and 
Krisha Rosete strike a pose for a picture 
while at the JROTC Ball, enjoying their 
time in their Dress Blue's. 

DEVIL DOCS, OOIMII! 
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1. Ca det Staff Sergeant Connor concentrates on 
staying in formation while he recieves orders from 
Sergeant Major Mastriano. 
2. Cadet Sergeant Miracle shows a demonstration 
on the correct placements of your hand while 
standing in formation and holding a rifle. 
3. Darius Quashie asks a question about the 
procedures on how to properly hold a rifle. 
4. The JROTC class practices how to march in 
formation. 
5. Cadet Gunnery Sergeant Deaven Curtis corrects 
a cadet's salute during their monthly inspection. 

The Junior Reserves Officer Training Corps (JROTC) is led by Captain 
Gibson and Sergeant Major Mastriano to train students in the field of rifle, 
rank, historical, and navigational knowledge. This year's long course is 
designed to build ones character and leadership skills. Throughout the school 
year, cadets were able to attend many field trips which helped enhance their 
mental and physical abilities. Each cadet gains something both personally 
and professionally from this program, and with these new abilities they will 
benefit themselves in the future. Some will go to serve in the military, while 
others will carry the memories of how the MCJROTC program transformed 
them into being the best that they could be. 

THE FEW, THE PRO I'IK THE MUHXi; CADETS 
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Science is the discovery of how things 
work. The students of Kubasaki strive to 
gain knowledge of the inner workings of 
the world and animals around them. They 
discover new things like elements, animal 
systems, and atoms. Students show how 
these things learned in science will be 
applied in the future. 0 

O o 
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Technology classes are the study of 
tomorrow's future. Our society is 
growing into a more technological 
lifestyle, and Kubasaki students are 
progressing with it. The skills taught in 
class are essential to the success of the 
future careers for these students. 
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MATH is a secret organization for 
intelligent students who use their 
knowledge of equations and 
functions to save the world. The 
latest objective was to locate a secret 
document containing information on 
the prevention of world dominations. 
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Students use their imagination and 
creativity to build many new projects. 
They expand their knowledge on 
engineering by going deeper into the 
framework of machines and other 
mechanisms. Students study how to 
make robots move, build rockets, 
structures, machines, .ona 
systems. 



1. Jazmin Caraballo explores the 
anatomy of a shrimp with Mr. 
Spain. 
2. Khrystyna Trotter and Ashley 
Sexton measure each other's 
heartbeats; by using machines that 
read their pulses. 
3. Christian Fernandez mixes 
ingredients to create gingerbread for 
his house in Architectural Drawing 
class. 
4. Christian Rutledge investigates 
the anatomy of a crab. 

1. Jonathan Johnson rebuilds a computer. 
2. Eric Shipp photographs the French 
Class' Mardi Gras Parade for his Digital 
Photography class. 
3. David Estrada reads the instructions to 
create a document based project during his 
Word Application Software class. 
4. Alexis Pacho creates her Christmas 
special of a jumping Santa Claus for her 
Gaming class. 
5. Joshua Davis studies how to process 
computers. 
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1. Tyshon Butler concentrates on his car 
project making sure that there are no 
mistakes. 
2. Faustino Gonzales and Eric Dalansauter 
collaborate on their project together. 
3. Yuki Eyre launches his bottle rocket into 
the sky. 
4. Kareem Key sandpapers down the 
necessary parts to complete his project. 
5. Robert Taggart has fun in the body of his 
car that he is building for his enginnering 
class. 
6. Kai Stallings creates a laptop holder using 
pieces of wood. 
7. AlexEisenberg saws wood pieces in exact 
measurements to make his car the best. 

1. Mr. Walden instructs MATH students on the 
workings of technology to assist with their mission. 
2. Agents Allie Powers, Daniel Mora, Casey 
Couillard, and Mary Clardy calculate the answer 
that leads them to a locker. 
3. Mr. Milanovich shows off what awesome really 
looks like. 
4. Agent James McGuire successfully finds the 
secret files for his next mission. 
5. Agents Ghia Ulrey and Jessica Meno, were the 
first two agents to solve the code and come back 
with their assignments from their lockers. 
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IMr. Campbell ensures that 
jail of his French students 
[leave the year with a 
| complete knowledge of 

French culture. 

French is the language of love, and from Mr. Campbell's words," It is all about 
sounding pretty." This year's French students not only learned how to sound pretty, but 
also became more educated in the culutre of French provences. The French classes this 
year have discovered French traditions such as the Mardi Gras Parade, and all of the 
different foods that French people eat. Students also practice speaking French by singing 
many traditional French songs that we all hear down the 600s' building all the way to the 
ROTC building. 

Sefior Kane Wilton gives the Spanish 
book a thumbs up for the great qualities 
it covers inside. 

Darius Quashie practices his Spanish 
by translating the names of different 
foods into English. By doing this, he 
gets a better understanding of how to 
read a menu at a Mexican restaurant and 
understand what he is about to order. 

Frneifais 

The students of Spanish classes 
have accomplished the art of reading 
and writing in a second language, 
and utilizing their new knowledge in 
everyday activities. These students 
have discovered different kinds of 
Spanish foods and traditions. 
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Derrick Sanders looks up 
information on Japanese 
culture online for his upcoming 
Japanese Culture project. 

Iseiah Washington 
teases his taste buds 

while trying a 

traditional Japanese 
foods. 

^ Ja panese is probably the most important language class in Kubasaki for a very obvious 
reason; we live in Japan. Students in Japanese classes strive to increase their knowledge with 
a different language that involves three different kinds of alphabets. They study Hiragana, 
Katakana, and Kanji. Not only do they study how to write, they also learn how to put sentences 
together, and to initiate conversations with the locals here in Okinawa. Each year the 
Japanese students go to Oroku and Misato High Schools to make friends with Japanese 
students, and practice conversing with people of the same grade as our Kubasaki Students. 

Alysha Gilliard looks over her textbook to 
evaluate the answers to her worksheet. 

Chinese language students 
experience traditional 
culture by trying the 
unique foods custom to the 
Chinese provinces. 

s- eall is the only Chinese teacher at 
Her class performed a 

i  l o n a l  C h i n e s e  D r a g o n  d a n c e  a t )  
th«s year's Fall Pep Rally. / 

The Chinese language is the second most spoken language next to English. Many 
Kubasaki students understand that in order to get ahead in today's economy and 
business trades, they need to learn the most common languages used in the business 
world. The ability to speak Chinese is a key element towards students' plans for success. 
The students of Kubasaki's Chinese class have not only studied how to speak the 
language, but also about Chinese culture. They have successfully been able to 
understand Chinese movies, along with being able to read Chinese books! 
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T H I S  S P A C F  F O R  W R I T I N G  M E S S A G E S  

F O R  A D D R E S S  O N L Y  4  ^  l l  

For years, /Cubasakt has dominc ted the conpetitfon in athletics. ~TAe Sports t,J. f 
Section shows a// of our athletes t *ndthe ohstac/es they overcame throughout 1 |j | 
tAe seasons. / Aese students b/ee f green and white. From count/ess Aours |J | 
of practice on tAe fe/ds andcourts to Aeartbreakfng moments with tAe/r teams, jj 
from letting go of veteran Seniors, to devastating in/uries, our Dragons J|| 
persevered and played with every ounce ofstrengtA in tAeir bodies, andAave | 
putin hard work andded'cation ÂrougA tAeir seasons to be tAe best of tAe 01 
best.TAis section AigAligAts tAose spotlight moments and stories our student J|j i| 
athletes Aave encountered on their iourneus ' JI 



Tennis (pg. 130-131), 
Cross Country (pg. 132-133) 
Volleyball (pg. 134-135), 
Cheer (pg. 136-137), 
Football (pg. 138-139), 
Fall Recap (pg. 140-141) 

Wrestling (pg. 142-143), 
Girl's Basketball (pg. 144-145), 
Boy's Basketball (pg. 146-147), 
Winter Recap (pg. 148-149) 

Winter 
Sports 

Golf (pg. 150-151), 
Softball (pg. 152-153), 
Baseball (pg. 154-155), 
Girl's Soccer (pg. 156-157), 
Boy's Soccer (pg. 158-159), 
Track (pg. 160-161), 
Spring Recap (pg. 162-163) 
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Talk with your racket, play like a 
champion." - Unknown 

1. Brenden Neu takes a serving position with one hand in th e 
air aiming to serve the ball to start the match. 
2. Eric Heck is in position preparing to serve the ball, and 
assured to win the match. He is determined to score a winning 
point for his team. 
3. Mark Ebarle hustles to the other side of the court to return 
his opponents volley. 
4. Staying focused, Taylor Trumble, aims to strike the ball 
back to her opponent with a powerful forehand. 
5. Paul Tubat runs toward! the ball to return the serve to his 
opponent, hoping to gain a 15-0 advantage. 

"Tennis ww 
really good 
conditioning / 
for softball, 
and it opened 1 
me up to \ 
more people." 
- Julie Mathis 

"I wanted to g 
out and 
be active / 
and hang I 
out with I 
people." 
- A lec Barrett 



The Kubasaki Tennis team of2013-2014 
has had a memorable season. With 13 total 
players returning along with a few new 
faces, they strived their way to success and 
brought victories to the Dragon faithful. 

The team members played hard, and tried 
their best to defeat their rivals. Far East 
placed fourth which is the best they have 
done since 2008 -2009. " They had a great 
attitude, wanted to work hard, and just how 
they enjoyed themselves, made things more 
exciting," Coach Davis exclaimed. 

Back Row: Verle Lederer, Chris Sparks, Paul Page, Roy Kreag, Zachary 
Davis, Yoel Febus 
Eront Row: Sara Stavale, Dubia Mueller, Isabelle Hardesty, Sidney 
Welch, Troi Cavanaugh, Anna Sar, Ashley Lora 

: Barrett, 
Tett,Vincent Colonna, Adam Sami 

Middle Row: Taylor Trumble, Sarah Walter, Haley Agra, Claire Owen, Julie Mathis 
Front Row: Sydney Johnson, Allie Powers 

6. Sydney Johnson serves the ball underhand to her opponent. 
7. Adam Sami runs toward the spot where the ball is heading served 
from the opposite team. 
8. Sarah Walter aims to hit the ball that just reached the Kubasaki side 
of the net making sure to return the ball just as hard. 

1. Troi Cavanaugh, takes control of the match and her actions aiming for the ball 
coming towards her, preparing to return it back. 

• R oy Kreag tosses the ball in the air with all his power with high intentions to 
serve it hard to the other team. 
3. Zachary Davis receives the ball and hits it back to the opponent. 

• Ashley Lora hits the ball to the other side of the net, hoping to place it where 
" can' be returned by her opponent. 
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1. Maranda Anderson strives with enormous stability to finish the race. 
2. Angelique Kerbrat is determined to finish the race with a new 
personal record. 
3. Andre Peterson sprints to get past several opponents during the race. 
4. Zoe Jarvis pushes herself to make it to the finish line. 
5.Victoria Rodriguez is determined to finish the race regardless of the 
weather. 
6. Members from the Cross Country team pose for a victory photo after 
they finished a good race with impressive times. 
7. Dominique Lopez stretches before the big race, in order to prevent an 
injury. She is motivated to beat her record from previous races. 
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"Our cross country 
meets were 
awesome 
because 
everyone was 
determined 
and pushing 
themselves." 

- Grace Herndon 
"Cross country 
was a great 
memory. Both 
Mrs. Stevens 
and Mr. 
Campbell 
pushed me to 
be a better 
runner. 
- Alexys Fernandez 

"The only true sport." - Unknown 
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8. Ian Mastriano and Jonathon Orr stretch it out before the 
big race. 
9. Alexander Young and Hunter Ford keep a steady pace as 
they run to finish the race. 
10. Robert Kimbrell doesn't give up on himself and uses his 
last bit of energy to push himself to finish the race. 
11. Harvey Macklin strides himself to get to the finish line 
without giving up. 
12. Marissa Mesquita keeps a steady pace as she runs and 
finishes the last lap. 
"Cross Country was a very difficult and rewarding 
experience. But through it, I learned how to work hard, how 
to balance school, and how to be a leader.Michael Elliot 

The 2013 Cross Country team had an 
amazing season this year. Our Dragons 
earned 4th place at the Cross Country Far 
East event at Camp Fuji, Japan. Even 
though we came in 4th place, our Dragons 
gave it all they could. They pushed 
themselves, motivated each other, and 
never gave up. Determined to push 
themselves harder than ever before, some 
of our fellow Cross Country Dragons 
earned their own titles in the 2013 Cross 
Country Far East. Jessica Freedman, 
again for the 2nd year in a row, had the 
best overall time for girls with a time of 
20:58 in the 5K. Johnathan Johnson 
earned the title as the boys best overall 
runner with a time of 17:22 in his 5K race. 

Fourth Row: Kaleb O'Brien, Johnathan Johnson, William Wagner, Emmanuel 
Magana, A ndre Peterson, Austin Cyr, Robert Kimbrell, Justin Sotingco, Ryan 
Moon, Hunter Ford, Tanner Trumble, Harvey Macklin, Darkarai Roe, Jonathan 
Orr 
Third Row: David Braun, Tomas Leal, Christian Rutledge, Alexys Fernandez, 
Jonas Jimenez, Dana Pirotta, Jessica Freedman, Roberto Rodriguez, Mahlik 
Francis, Jabrea Johnson, Victoria Rodriguez, James Palmer 
Second Row: Maranda Anderson, Sylar Swope, Jonathan Alverson, Savannah 
Mitchell, Pablo Mesquita, Tybrus Ascencio, Brandon Johnson, Angelique Kerbat, 
Courtney Ford, Grace Smith, Nicholas Balabis 
Front Row: Alexander Young, Zoe Jarvis, Jaylyn Guzman, Dominique Lopez, 
Samantha Fugate, Marissa Mesquita, Scott Fugate, Jessica Bernardo, Chaz 
Mocklin, Caroline Romo, Xena Baza 
Not Pictured: Grace Herndon, Micheal Elliot, Aaron Hawkins, Kei Palmer, 
Keenan Swope, Ashlyn Gipson, Carrie Noel, Josephine Mitchell 



Kubasaki's Miranda Fino (#3) and Aijia Peters (#18) 
spring high, towering over the net for a block against the 
Daegu Warriors at a district game held at the Kadena 
Risner gym. 

1. Crystal Sieber (#1), returning varsity, serves with dominance, 
keeping an ace in mind to up the score. 
2. Sophomore, Kaelyn Francis (#19), focuses as she serves the ball 
with guidance of her left arm for aim. 
3. Assisting our Dragon's Varsity setter, Kelsey Rogers (#5) 
dominates the court with an aggressive, yet perfect pass, for a kill. 
4. Newcomer, Alyah-Shay Johnson (#28), proves her skill with a 
potent back quick at an away game held at Seisen Academy. 
5. Varsity Coach, Michael Hogen, demonstrates proper form for a 
successful, yet powerful, serve. 

Wl/Pffr ff>. 
'We came, we saw, we conquered."-Julius Caesar 
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Ameyna Jackson and Josie Daffin share a moment 
between teammates while at a tournament at Risner gym. 

" We trained hard and 
did everything in 
our power to 
prepare for 
Far East, then 
left it all on 
the court. We 
fell short, but 
I couldn't have 
asked for a better 
team." - Kelsey Rogers 

"The transfer from 
Kadena was hard, 
but my team
mates helped 
me feel wel
comed. Soon 
after, I grew 
not only to be 
a part of a team, 
but part of a family 
too." - Miranda Fino 



Sarah Frazier, Josie Daffin, Alyah-Shay Johnson, Ameyna 
Saunders Jackson, Aijia Peters, Kaelyn Francis 
Front Row: Miranda Fino, Lianna Bourdony, Crystal Sieber, Kourtney 
Mitchell, Kelsey Rogers 

This year, the Kubasaki Varsity Volleyball team 
went through what was claimed to be their 
"rebuilding" year, but they stepped it up and proved 
that they didn't need to rebuild. They already had 
what it takes to get to the top. With only 4 returners 
and the rest completely new players, the Lady 
Dragons conquered the court and won the Okinawa 
District Volleyball Team Award. Putting all their 
strengths and weaknesses together, the girls took on 
hard obstacles and brought everything that a good 
team needs in order to dominate the court. The 
Dragons lost their first game against the Kadena 
Panthers, but swore they would get revenge and 
never let the Panthers win another game during their 
season. Nothing the team went through scared them 
away. Way to go Dragons! 

Ami Eldridge, Savannah Sloniker, Kailyn Maynor, Madalyn 
Jaylynn Martinez, Goach Kent Grubbs 

tha Hernandez, Meli Atienza, Katricia Aquino. 

Kassidy Mulvey, Mikayla Wood, Liann Manuel, Jordyn 
Guerrero 1. Freshman, Jordyn Deleon Guerrero (#7), positions herself to 

serve and attempts to get an ace. 
2. Kassidy Mulvey (#12) sets the ball for an offensive attack with 
hopes to gain a point at a home game against OCSI. 
3. Madalyn Trumble (#3) waits patiently in her ready position 
for a pass to earn a kill from her front row hitters. 
4. Meli Atienza (#5) situates her ready stance to prepare for the 
ideal pass to ease the tension on the setter for an endeavor to gain 
a point from an attack. 

The ladies show concern for their injured 
teammate, Ameyna Jackson. 

Lianna Bourdony makes a perfect pass 
to the setter to set the shot for a kill. 

Our Lady Dragons line up to show respect 
with a bow prior to game time. 
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"Most sports throw balls, we throw people." - Unknown 
Cheerleaders are the spirit leaders of our school. The Lady 

Dragons have done a remarkable job cheering on our football teams 
as well as basketball. Both seasons of Cheer this year brought forth 
extraordinary school spirit. When our teams scored points, the 
Cheerleaders were there to cheer them on. When our teams made 
mistakes, the Cheerleaders were still there to support and motivate the 
players to move on. They managed to hype up even the smallest crowds 
that were there. Their motivation kept the game going with 
determination and hope. Without these cheerleaders, there wouldn't 
be nearly as much school spirit. Let's go Kubasaki! 

Kayla Anderson, shows, 
Cjhe crowd with a cheer 

Mike Petty Stadium. 

off her school spirit by hy ping up j 
Pa Kubasaki vs Kadena game at * « 

Back Row: Taylor Nunn, Raven Heggem, Lauren Elliott, 
Victoria San Miguel, Shelby Clardy, Deja Broughton, Mikayla 
Cornish, Coach Timmery 

Kailani Cornick, Alysha Gilliard, Raven Pine, 
Lovie Osborne, Kayla Anderson, Alexandra Rubio 

1. Victoria San Miguel clasps her hands while performing a 
cheer. 
2. Raven Pine demonstrates a cheer for a young girl within 
Kidi Kubi. 
3. The Varsity Cheerleaders hold their stances with a smile, 
waiting to cheer on the Dragons. 
4. Alysha Gilliard cheers loud and proud during a football 
game. 
5. Lovie Osborne shares the Kubasaki cheer experience with 
a little girl at the Kidi Kubi event. 
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HOME OF THE DR AGONS 

Back Row: Nicole Michael, Jeanetsey Velazquez, Graciella 
Lind 
Middle Row: La'Keriva Jackson, Haley Mitchell, Kristen 
Salazar, Driyanna Lynch, Nina Luksha, Tajiana Beard 
Front Row: Alexcis Diaz, Kaylee Nelson, Coach Timmery, 
Tonika Smith, Yaminah Neal 

1. Freshmen Jeanetsey Velazquez 
and La'KeriyaJackson cheer to 
the crowd. 
2. JV show school spirit by cheering 
in a small huddle. 
3. Nina Luksha pumps up the 
crowd. 
4. Nicole Michael raises high to 
pump up the Dragon faithful. 

Rack Row: Kristen Salazar, Breanna Erland, Keana Aquino, 
Coach Timmery, Yaminah Neal, Emi Anderson, Sydney 
Medina 
Middle Row: Tonika Smith, Jeanetsey Valazquez, Alexcis 
Diaz, Stacey Neathhawk 
Front Row Alexxus Hammonds, Symone Best, La'Keriya 
Jackson, Amber Soliz 
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1. Winston Maxwell (#14) shows focus and determination in 
his face as he pumps up his fellow teammates at an away game 
hosted by Kadena High School. 
2. "You just don't think about anything, you just play the next 
play." - Tyshon Butler (#27) 
3. "Dedication, commitment, and a hard head. It takes a lot to 
be there every day, but in the end, it pays off." 
- Lu ke Pirotta (#74) 
4. Tristan MeElroy (#85) holds his ground against two Kadena 
receivers, showing that losing is not an option. 
5. Dequan Alderman (#12) steers through the opposing team 
making his way down the field for a touchdown. 

•i-i -
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"Football is Football and talent is talent, but the mindset of your team makes all the difference." - Robert Griffin III 

The Kubasaki Varsity Football Team brought home the 
title as the 2013 Far East Champions against the Kadena 
Panthers. Not only did these players demonstrate hard work, 
dedication, and motivation to win the title, they showed that 
perseverance goes a long way. These players proved to 
themselves and all others that they can get better 
individually and put their skills and techniques into a 
combined force on the field. As hardworking as our Varsity 
players were, we cannot forget our future players; the 
Kubasaki JV Football team. After 3 years of losing to our 
rivals, the Kadena Panther's JV Football team, our JV 
Dragons fought hard and won. Our Dragons' performances 
set the standards high, played with all their hearts, and 
showed on the field what Dragons are truly made of. 

«jJosiah Allen (#54) and Joshua Davis (#60) drive with j 
impenetrable force as they block the Kadena Panthers, 

t setting up the Dragon offense with another first down and' 
gchance to increase their lead. 



Back R ow: Charnise Key (Manager), Mercedez Abadia (Manager), 
Cody Taylor , Jayton Calvin, Logan Atkinson. Bret Deviney, Caleb 
Sablan, Andrew Gipson, Randy Aldrette, Coach Cook 
Middle Row; Kristian Palmer, Marcus Lee, Dointae Clancy, Jacob 
Kinard, Gab riel Stover, Sebastion Andazola, Chance Allen, Kyree 
Smith, Conrad Hendges 
Front Row: Satchel Harrel, Dominick Shortridge, Carl Valmonte, 
Tanner Stamper-Smith, Austin Ward, Treyvon Richardson, Xavier 
Burke, Jesse Dorsey, Javohn Journigan, Johann Wright 

'• Coach Bales gives his young Dragon players a pep talk before the game. 
• The JV Dr agons set and ready to defend the ball against cross-island rivals, 

the Kadena Panthers. 
3. With teamwork, our Kubasaki JV players trap the Kadena Panthers' running 
hack and brin g him onto the ground. 

• Austin W ard (#16) prepares to throw the ball in the air while a fellow 
eammate guards him for protection. 

"When we broke the Kadena JV 
Panthers' winning streak, I f elt 
proud that we suffered loss after 
loss over the past three years and 
came back through hard work, 
determination, and team work to 
achieve the goal that we set for 
ourselves." 
- Kristian Palmer (#32) 
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Power, strength, and determination are 
- the three key elements that Kane Wilton « 
: (#55) uses to tackle the opposing team, jg , 
ithe Kadena Panthers. 

. Ja rrett Mitchell (#24) charges with 
tremendous force and challenges one | 
of the Seoul American Falcons as he j| 
charges down the field. 

DeCurtis ©avis (#11) sprints down : 

Ithe field with the ball gaining positive j 
yardage as well as a a touchdown at j 
an away game held at Kadena HS. 

Back Row: Coach Bales, Assistant Coach 
Qjok, Luke Pirrotta, Joshua Davis, 
Christian Fernandez, Brian Cavanaugh, 
Rahman Farnell, Tristan McElroy, Scott 
Weber, Assistant Coach Herndon 
Middle Row: Kareem Key, Andrew 
Flemming, Gary Turner, Sho Green, 
Steven Hunt, Kane Wilton, Josiah Allen, 
Nick Pagel, Manager Yesenia Lopez 
Front Row: Joseph Cervantes, Decurtis 
Davis, Dequan Alderman, Winston 
Maxwell, Deaven Curtis, Jacob Green, 
Jarrett Mitchell, Tyshon Butler, Manager 
Angel Washam 
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In November of 2013, the Varsity Football 

Dragons walked onto the field at Kadena Air 
Force Base with a look of determination on 
their faces, and were ready to take home the 
banner. The intensity and high aspirations to 
win rose higher as the boys entered the fourth 
quarter locked in a classic grudge match. After 
some late game drama that kept the score tied, 
the game headed into overtime, where it looked 
at is the Kadena Panthers might have broken 
through for the win with a field goal. Then, 
the mighty Dragons surprised them with a 
counter-attack. 

Everyone was nervous, time was running 
out, and anxiety fell through the roof. Finally, 
cheers flowed through Mike Petty Stadium as 
DeQuan Alderman darted into the end zone 
with the game winning touchdown for 
Kubasaki. Our Dragons became the 2013 Far 
East Division 1 Football Champions, with a 
score of 34-31. All their hard work, dedication, 
perseverance, and strength paid off as they 
took home the banner, and the Panther's pride! 
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Brenden Neu 

"Brenden's performance during 
the season was astonishing. He 
won district singles for the 1st 
time for Kubasaki during Far 
East. Not only did he win singles, 
he and his partner, Mark Ebarle 
won district doubles and were 
2nd undefeated regular season 
for boys." - Coach Davis 

"She was new to tennis, yet she 
came to practice every day with 
dedication and motivation. She 
never gave up on herself and 
throughout the season she 
improved." 
- Coach Davis 

"She is all happy and joyful on a 
regular basis, but once she 
instantly starts running, she is 
focused and dedicated, 
determined on her running." 
- Coach Campbell 

Ashlyn Gipson Hunter Ford 
_i 

"In the beginning of the season, 
she didn 't have as much 
experience as the other players 
I've trained, but on our trip to 
Tokyo she started progressing 
and became a dominant player." 
- Coach Hogen 

"Even though he had no 
experience in any sport, his 
performance throughout the 
season had improved. Instead of 
comparing himself to others, he 
focused on himself and his own 
skill." 
- Coach Campbell 

"She literally came at the last tryout 
day and everything I threw at her, 
she improved. I'm hoping she 
becomes a consistent server, hitter, 
and passer to become a "Triple 
Threat." Triple threats are rare, but 
I see potential in her. I'm pleased 
to be her coach and please with her 
hard work.Coach Cat 

"Kailani has shown 
improvements in her skills in 
every aspect of cheerleading; 
chants, dance and stunting. This 
year she really has grown to be a 
well-rounded cheerleader. I am 
proud to be a part of her cheer 
journey!" - Coach Timmery 

"Tristan is one of our most gifted 
athletes, and I tried to recruit him 
for several years, but he kept 
refusing. Thankfully, he said yes 
for his Senior year. Tristan was a 
wonderful teammate, and made a 
huge contribution to our 
Championship season." 
- Coach Bales 
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"Nicole is quiet at practice, but 
loud on the line. She always 
brought a positive energy, 
eager to learn attitude to 
practice." 
Coach Timmery 

"Tanner came to us after the 
season started. He is an 
outstanding athlete with 
experience in the game, and he 
progressed rapidly. We look to 
Tanner to make a substantial 
contribution to our program." 
- Coach Bales 



Once you've wrestled, everything else is easy.Dan Gable 

"Wrestling is 
the hardest 

sport to 
participate 

in. Once 
you're on the 

mat, anything 
can happen." 

Joshua Davis 

1.Tyshon Butler dominates his opponent by pinning him to the mat, showing 
off his power and strength against the Kadena opponent. 
2. Josiah Allen proves himself to be a strong wrestler by going against a 
Kadena Panther and putting him flat on his back. 
3. With deep concentration, Christian Rutledge is preparing to dominate his 
opponent and gain a point for the Kubasaki team. 
4. Holding the upper hand Daniel Mora uses all his power to try to flip his 
opponent on his back. 
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Back Row: Coach Geist, Thomas Hickman, Cody Taylor, 
Joshua Davis, Caleb Sablan, Hunter Ford, Estuardo 
CaceresTerhune, Coach Cambelll, Coach Cook 
Middle Row: Thomas Joyce, Jonathan Orr, Kavan Mulvey, 
Taylor Hartman, Jeramiah Benns, Gary Turner 
Front Row: Austin Ward, Kyan McCarty, Jade Martinez, Scott 
Fugate, Dominick Shortridge 

1. Gary Turner using all his force in an attempt to push his 
rival, makes sure he pins him down on his back. 
2. Andre Peterson, Thomas Joyce and their teammates 
watch as one of Kubasaki's wrestling team members are 
competing for the win. 
3. The Kubasaki Wrestling team standing in a team 
huddle before their match. 
4. Alexys Fernandez charges with all his power to keep his 
opponent down, with expectations of flipping on his back. 
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The Kubasaki Dragons Wrestling 
team began strong and had an 
extraodinary ending. With countless 
hours of training, and being dedicated 
to what they do, they were able to 
achieve many goals throughout each of 
their matches. 

At Far East, the Dragons fought with 
all their power and came in third place, 
while Christian Fernandez, weight 
class of 250, and Tyshon Butler, 
weight class of 180, won first place in 
the individual categories. All year long 
the Dragons wrestling team overcame 

Back Row: Coach Geist. Josiah Allen. Christian Fernandez. Sho Green. Austin Cvr. Tanner everY obstacle and showed off their 
Stamper-Smith, Coach Cambell, Coach Cook fierce spirit on the mat, dominating 
Middle Row: Andre Peterson, Christian Rutledge, Tyshon Butler, Shoichiro Vivas. every match. 
Front Row: Anthony Macaluso, Robert Thompson, Zachary Tyler, Daniel Mora 

5. After defeating his opponent, Tanner Stamper-Smith is claimed 
and rewarded champion. 
6. The Dragons gather around each other in a team huddle bringing 
encouragement and high hopes to their teammates. 
7. Christian Fernandez performs a bear hug against his opponent, to 
bring him down and pin him. 
8. Due to Anthony Macaluso's success, he is claimed winner of his 
match and is rewarded points for the meet. 
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Driggj,, screams on the sideline for a 1, 3, 1 defense. As the playelock 
dowAand the horn sounded, the Lady Dragons brought home the win 

1. Naomi Yocum (#20) is aware of her opponent and dribbles away to make 
a pass to another player to restart the play. 
2. Alyah- Shay Johnson (#23) protects the ball before she charges to make a 
layup. 
3. Ameyna Jackson (#10) concentrates on the basket before she makes her 
shot allowing the Lady Dragons to score more points. 
4. Kourtney Mitchell (#15) dribbles the ball down the court to start the 
offensive play against the Kadena Panthers. 
5. Marilyn Rodriguez (#4) backpedals towards Kadena's basket and refuses 
to let Kadena gets ahead in the game. 
6. Taylor Trumble (#3) guards herself from a Kadena player, then makes a 
jumpshot to make a three point shot earning the Dragons points on the score 
board. 

"At first it was just something 
wanted to do because 

it was challenging 
for me. Eventually, 

began to realize 
much 

basketball teaches 
you life lessons like 
other sport and 

that I guess I fell in 
love with it." 
- Marilyn Rodriguez 

_ 
When you miss a shot, never think of what you did wrong. Take the next shot 

thinking of what you did right." - Tony Alfonso 

a new student at Kubasaki, 
really enjoyed the experience 

of playing the 
Japanese teams. 
However, I also 
enjoyed getting 
a victory against 
Kadena for the 

first time in four 
years." 

- Taylor Trumble 



Back Row: Krista Scott, Briana McRae, Kennady White, Dana 
Pirrotta, Carla Arreguin 
Front Row: Grace Herndon, Ashley Rayos, Isabelle Hardesty, 
Meli Atienza 
Not Pictured; Elle San Juan, Sydney Welch 1. Dana Pirrotta (#19) aggressively passes Zion's point guard and 

beats her to the basket. 
2. Brianna McRae (#20) shows enormous power as she brings down 
the ball and makes her layup. 
3. During her last game, Sydney Welch (#13) cuts past a Kadena JV 
player and begins the play for the JV Lady Dragons. 
4. Coach Herndon gives the girls several stragegies to finish the game 
with a win. 
"Skill is nothing if you don't have commitment and dedication." 
- Kennady White (#14) 
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The Girls Varsity Basketball team has earned 5th 
Place in this year's Far East competition. With a few 
tears, a little anger from time to time, but mostly with 
a great amount of motivation, these girls knew it was 
worth it in the end. Not only did these girls earn 5th 
place, but their own team members excelled. Sydney 
Johnson was named Far East All-Tournament Team, 
and Taylor Trumble earned the title of 3-Point 
Champion. Also giving acknowledgement to the 
Junior Varsity Girls Basketball team, these girls went 
most of the season without a loss before losing three 
late-season matchups. The girls always fought hard, 
no matter the outcome. Both teams had an amazing 
season by working hard, communicating with one 
another, and becoming more than just a team. They 
did it by becoming a family. Congrats Lady Dragons! 

Back Row: Erin Bugler, Sydney 
Johnson, Alyah-Shay Johnson, Josie 
Daffin, Ameyna Saunders Jackson, 
Naomi Yocum 
Front Row: Taylor Trumble, 
Kourtney Mitchell, Kaelyn Franic, 
Shantrell Burke, Marilyn Rodriguez, 
Nina Yamaguchi 

begins. 
Ill 
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Nicholas Ashley 
downcourt and r 
Dragons ahead'; 

) forces his way 
a layup to put the 

1. The boys bring it in to a team huddle after Coach Fick gives his players credit 
for their outstanding efforts during the game and keeps them motivated. 
2. Tristan McElroy (#20) drives into a Kadena player and makes him foul out 
of the game due to his unsuccessful block from Tristan's charge. 
3. Dequan Alderman (#3) rushes down the court and quickly makes an intense 
pass to his teammates to begin the play. 
4. Imani Washington (#10) jumps high in the air and successfully blocks the 
Titans layup during Far East. 
5. Jacob Green (#2) confuses the defensive players before posting up and 
making a three-point shot. 
6. Kareem Key (#25) towers above the opponent during the tip off which gives 
the Kubasaki boys the first offensive series and chance to take the early lead. 

r 

mi Washington 

"The stroke 
was too real. 

We 
could've 
won." 

- Kareem Key 

"We ball 
way too 
hard for 

other 
school to 
handle." 



-*Back Row: JamesMrker, Nicholas Ashley, Kareem Ke 
a.Matthew Ashley, Tristan MeElroy. Dequan Alderman 

Front Row: "Winston Maxwell, Farnell Rahman, Imani 
Washington, Paris Scott, Jacob Green, Jarrett Mitchell 
/ tE_V " - 1 L..J lT"T"T"t SHBHBL3 

The Boys Varsity Basketball team had an incredible 
season this year. With only 7 losses out of 26 games, these 
boys never gave up and kept pushing themselves to higher 
limits, coming in 2nd place during Far East Basketball in the 
championship game against Faith Academy. Showing 
determination, over-coming challenging obstacles, and 
having great sportsmanship, the boys pulled through an 
unforgettable season. The Junior Varsity boys faced a very 
tough season, most of the team consisting of freshmen. This 
season, the boys went through what was claimed to be a 
"rebuilding year." Practicing, learning, and trying new 
things, the JV boys kept their heads held high and played 
every game like it was their last. In the end, their hard work 
paid off and they won their last game. These boys showed 
us that hard work, determination and drive always pays off 
in the end. 

Xavier Burke (#22) blocks out his opponent 
and makes an impressive layup. 

Jarred Eusebio (#4) dribbles the ball towards 
basket to begin the offensive play. 

Decurtis Davis (#00) shows his athleticism by 
in the air towards the basket and 

earning two points for the JV boys. 
Eiji Graves (#20) charges down the court with 

and makes it in at the basket. 

Back Row: Tvrp.W Similien, Paris Scott, Elijah Jones, Xavier 
Burke, Coach Washington 
Front Row: Coach Graves, Coach Guardia, Eiji Graves, Jahron 
Mitchell, Andre Pittman, Jarred Eusebio, Andrew Gipson, Javohn 
Joumigan 
Not Pictured: Christian Gonzales, Jonah Hickman 



Christian 
Fernandez 

A 
Zachary 

Tyler 
Tanner 

Stamper- Smith 
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addition to this impressive feat, team members received individual recognition on the place podium to highlight their 
accomplishments during the tournament. Christian Fernandez dominates the mat and earns 1st place for heavy weight 
category. With Zachery Tyler outstanding attitude and great inspiration to the team, he receives the Coach's Award 
and 1st in the 108 pound group. Tanner Stamper- Smith earned 1st place for the 158 pound division. Tyshon Butler's 
strength and aggressiveness on the mat earns him 2nd place in the 180 lb. category. Determination and willpower 
earns Austin Cyr 1st place in the 148 section. Way to go Kubasaki Wrestlers! 

Sydney Johnson 
Sydney Johnson 
earns her spot 
during Far East on 
the All Tournament 
Team and All 
Conference. 

Taylor Trumble 
Out of one hundred 
players, Taylor 
Trumble wins the 3 
point competition 
and earns the title as 
the 3-Point 
Champion. 

Tristan McElroy 

With his last year 
playing for the 
Kubasaki Dragons, 
Coach Fick awards 
Tristan with MVP 
of the season. 
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Haley Mitchel 

"She made the JV cheer team for 
football season with little skill 
and dedication. She came to 
practice every day with an 
eagerness to learn and better 
herself. With her opportunistic-
approach she made varsity for 
basketball season." 
- Coach Timmery 

"Breanna was always happy and 
helpful. She seemed to grow this . tie seemea to grow tms 
season not just as a cheerleader 
but as a young adult." 
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- Coach Timmery 

Shoichiro Vivas 

"For only wrestling one year 
he ended up taking fourth at 
Far East which was a big 
accomplishment due to the 
tough competition this year." 
- Coach Cook 

Austin Ward 

"Despite it being his first year as 
well as being a freshman, he 
showed varsity wrestling 
qualities toward the end of the 
season. He should prove to be an 
outstanding wrestler next year." 
- Coach Cook 

Kourtney Mitchell 

"Kourtney has a lot of athletic 
ability, and picked up the 
defensive assignments 
quickly and did well. She was 
a lead player on offense and 
defense, due to the 
development of her ball 
handling. It was just fun to see 
her play " - Coach Driggs 

Isabelle Hardesty 

"In the beginning of the season, 
I thought she wouldn't last very 
long. She started out very afraid 
of the ball and her opponents. 
However, she improved so much 
that she overcame her fear and 
played against anyone on the 
court.Coach Gibson 

"Matt worked hard in the off
season and became a force for 
us inside." 

Coach Fick 
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Eiji Graves 

"From day one Eiji set his sights 
on becoming the best player he 
could be and by the end of the 
season he was one of, if not the 
best defensive player on the JV 
team. His leadership and team 
play makes him my choice as the 
most improved." 

Coach Washington 

t 

Dequan Alderman 
Dequan Alderman 
receives recognition 
on the Far East All-
Tournament Team 
and the offensive 
player of the year. 
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Nicholas Ashley 
Nicholas Ashley 
earns the Far East 
All-Tournament 
award. Coach Fick 
awards him as the 
Practice Player of 
the Year. 

Jarrett Mitchell 
At his final Far East 
Basketball 
tournament, Jarrett 
Mitchell receives the 
Far East Honorable 
Mention award and the 
player of the year as 
defense. ::%yr 



A Armellino demonstrates a perfect swinging 
formation and hits the ball off the tee to send 
the ball flying far down the green. 

To win a golf match, play the course not your opponent." - Unknown your opponent. -

"No matter 
how good you 
get, you can 
always get 
better and 
that's the 

exciting part." 
- Matthew Duffy 

"Suffer now 
and be a 
champion 

tomorrow." 
A Armellino 

1. Jared Rosario practices his backswing before teeing off the 
ball. 
2. Eric Heck and Stephen Lewallen push their golf clubs after 
successfully scoring well on the previous hole and are 
determined to do the same for the next hole. 
3. Matthew Duffy focusing intently, strategizing which 
technique he will use in order to hit the ball where he hopes to 
score par for the hole. 
4. Don Cooley and Tyler Russell talk about what strategy they 
will use to lessen the strokes while waiting for their turn. 
5. After writing down each player's scores, Coach Driggs 
smiles to the camera showing how much he is proud of his 
players and how they accomplished so much in their matches. 



7. Eric Heck shuts out the crowd to focus, before he forcefully 
swings at the ball. 
8 Don Cooley stays focused on the ball, determined to make this 
putt. 
9. After looking afar into the distance, Carl Valmonte figures out 
what his game plan is and starts to position himself to begin his 
match. 
10. Matthew Ashley practices before entering the tournament, 
determined to score points for Kubasaki. 
11. Roberto Rodriguez in the correct golf position, ready to slightly 
tap the ball just enough to put it into the hole. 
12. Nicholas Ashley practices on the putting green determined to 
boost his skill level. 
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Just half way into the season, the Kubasaki Golf 
team is swinging into victory each match they have 
had. Against our biggest rivals, the Kadena Panthers, 
they have been no match for the Dragons. With many 
potential and powerful swinging skills, Kubasaki 
hasn't lost a single against Kadena as a team. They 
couldn't have done it without their mentor, Coach 
Driggs, who has always been there to push them to 
greater and better performances in their matches, by 
improving their techniques, skills, and lowering the 
number of strokes each match. 
The Kubasaki Golf team has been leading themselves 

to success during the season. Each player shows 
tremendous talent, but they know there is room for 
improvement and with the help of their coach, they 
know they will achieve it. 

will invariably land. 

I .eft to Right: Roberto Rodriguez, Eric Heck, Nicholas Ashley, 
Stephen Lawallen, Tyler Russell, Matthew Ashley, A Armellino, 
Jared Rosario, Matthew Duffy, Carl Valmonte, Don Cooley 



1. Mindy Washam (#7) prepares herself for a high 
velocity pitch, determined to strike out Kadena's 
batter. 
2. Lucy Santoyo (#10) makes an impressive pitch 
and manages to strike out one of the Koza players. 
3. Jilliane Afable (#2) ready's herself and is 
determined to hit the pitcher's next pitch. 
4. Reaven East (#15) eyes the batter and tosses an 
aggressive pitch over home plate. 
5. Sydney Kieweg (#8) hits the ball with full force 
that reaches the outfield and allows her to round to 
second base. 
6. Julie Mathis (#4) hits the ball and sprints her 
way down the first base line for a single. 

o many things 
are possible 

as long as 
don't 

believe that 
that they are 

-Alysa Ruiz 
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" If baseball is life, then softball is heaven." - Unknown 

The Kubasaki Softball team comes together before the game begins to motivate 
leach other and encourage each other. These young ladies are not going down | 
|without a fight. T 

"One team, 
one 

family." 
Lucy Santoyo 



Hack Row: MprppHfy Abadia, Maame-Ekua Mensah, Christen-Marie 
JoSepi,. Lauren Elliott. Haley Mitchell, Coach Flores Middle Row: Coach 

jTeammates watch and motivate the. 
(player batting, encouraging the batter j. 
Lto.hhJheMlQUt of theparL 
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Davis, Coral Batter, Quandra Johnsoit, Shleby Clardy. Emily Mussori, W 
Hannah Grigsby, Simone Garibaldi, Coach Oliver Front Row: Leah Bebout, 
Chrisel Belin, Lovie Osborne, Breanna Erland. Jacqueline Rivera 

1. Coral Bauer (#4) starts the wind up for a forceful pitch 
over home plate. 
2. Shelby Clardy (#2) attempts to steal third base after the 
catcher misses the ball thrown by the pitcher. 
3. Bre Erland (#3) straddles second base as the throw 
down is occurring, in order to catching the runner stealing. 
4. Chrisel Belin (#5) throws the ball to her teammate on 
first base to help get the advancing runner out. 
5. Leah Bebout (#1) gets herself ready in a squatting 
position waiting for the ball to be hit. 
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5w:Coach Davis, Taylor Trumble. Sydney Kiewec, Allie Powers, 
?ntoyo, fcalyn Albersjlsabella Munoz, Reaven East] Coach Oliver 
tow: Aileen Corley.fpiane Ajfele, $dne Mathis, Jade Martinez, i 
uiz, Mindy Washaml^myrfOliver, Jerilyn Geist, Coach Sanchez j 

Not Pictured: Talena Weber 
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There's truly nothing soft about it and the 
Kubasaki Softball team has shown it. With a bumpy 
start to the season, these young ladies are not giving 
up. Every practice and game, the girls have been 
working hard and play like its their last game of the 
season. A bond was created during their season. A 
bond they know they got each other's back in the 
game and out of the field. The girls know they can 
rely on each other and learn from each others' 
strengths and talents. These girls are constantly 
reminding each other to keep their heads up. The 
Kubasaki Softball team isn't just a team, but a 
family. With so much encouragement and hard 
work, these girls are diven to bring the banner home 
with a fighting spirit. 

"Isabella Munoz (#9) slides into 
home plate and puts the Lady 
Dragons in the lead. 



'The Kubasaki boys play around before their match>agairist the Kadena 
[Panthers, dogpiling over teammate Jarren Blessett. 

1. Jarren Blessett (#3) prepares himself and eyes 
the ball, determined to hit the pitcher's fastball. 
2. Renton Poole (#15) warms up before the inning 
begins. 
3. Justin LeBlanc (#16) makes a powerful swing 
and rushes to first base. 
4. Mark Ebarle (#18) picks up the ground ball and 
makes a perfect throw to firstbase allowing his 
teammate to get the runner out. 
5. Hunter Hankins (#1) races and attempts to catch 
the opponent's ball. 
6. Shoichiro Vivas (#1) receives the pitchers pitch 
and throws the ball to second base to get the 
advancing runner out. 

Play with 
class." 

- Jarren 
Blessett 

"There's 
no I in 
team." 

- Angelo 
Bourdony 

"Baseball is 90% mental and the other half is physical." - Y ogi Berra 

"Defense 
wins 

games." 
- Thomas 
Warren 
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iRacK R owc'Coach "foot." Coach Sifain. Chiyori Vivas (Manager), Kana 
Whitecran^ (Manger), Angefo Bpurdony, Thor^as \feunpn, -Jamal._Allp, 
|Renton Poole,Mpkpbafle, poac^GriAbs 
'Fronmow: Hunter Hamnns,3ustilfTeBfanc, Victor Beftoc, ShoicKik) Vivas. 
iJarren Blessett, Kristan Palmer, Eric Caraballo 

imes into a huddle after 

The Kubasaki Baseball team began their season 
on a positive note. With only four loses against 
seven wins on the island, these boys aren't going 
down without a fight. As the season unfolded, the 
boys went to Yokota Air Force Base to play 
hardball against the mainland Japan teams, and 
came home with two wins and two loses. These 
young men know how to encourage one another 
during the games and have excellent 
communication out on the field. The Kubasaki 
Baseball team show that they are more than just a 

Sf Coach Spatnj Chiyori Vivas (Manager), Kana f team, but are a family. These boys are determined 
B g u r d t q j y ^ B i o i f l r ' -  1 1 4 4  « . . .  .  . . .  . r  .  .  to bring home the banner repeat their title from last 

year as the Baseball team D-l Champions. With 
great communication, encouragment, and 
dedication, these boys will succeed. 

hard fought single. 

lark Ebarle (#18) swings and 7 ^ngelo Bourdony (#13) successfully hits a homerun and sprints around 
|makes solid contact witbthe ball for I a„ fousr bases 

^ 8. Kristen Palmer (#4) makes a force hit after the pitchers first pitch and 
runs to first base. 
9. Thomas Warren (#21) strikes out the opposing batter with a 
tremondous pitch. 
10. Jamal Allen (#2) rushes to the second base after the defensive players 
guarding the bases misses the ball. 
11. Hunter Hankins (#1) catches the groundball and makes a strong throw 
to first base. 
12. Eric Caraballo (#5) hits the ball with a crushing power and makes his 
way to firstbase. 
13. Justin LeBlanc (#16) readys himself to deliver another strike to the 
opposing batter hoping to strike the batter out. 
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"There is no winning without hard work."- Unknown 

M-
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1. -a 

Ami Eldrige (#12) juggles the ball to keep it in Kubasaki's control as one of 
| 'the Itoman High School players approaches and attempt to steal the ball away. -

2. 

1. Sydney Johnson (#18) drives the ball into the opponent's goal. 
2. Sprinting with the ball Marissa Mesquita (#10) keeps the ball within her 
reach and out of the opponent's. 
3. Angel Washam(#l) keeps a steady pace to stay in short distance from the 
ball at all times. 
4. Rachael Stackpoole (#20) strikes the ball with force to make it out of reach 
for the other team to get a hold of. 
5. Determined Kennedy Salazar (#3) races to take the ball down the field. 
6. Kubasaki Dragons meet in a team huddle before the game begins. 
7. Ghia Ulrey (#2) defends the ball as the opponent challenges her. 

"I decided the 
night before 
to try out for 
the team and 
I'm so happy I 

did." 
- Ghia Ulrey 

"Playing soccer with 
your feet is one thing, 

hut playing soccer 
with your heart is 

another. It takes an 
athlete to play soccer, 

but an artist to be a 
soccer player. Soccer 
players aren't made 

of their technique, but 
made of their 

passion. " 

- Rachael Stackpoole 
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I .eft to Right: Angel Washam, Elizabeth Zuniga, Kennedy Salazar, 
Rachael Stackpoole, Alexis Townsend, Ghia Ulrey, Sydney Johnson, 
Harleigh Lewis, Madalyn Trumble, Coach Chumley, Peyton Lewis, 
Ami E ldridge, Gabrella Lind, Kharlin Vilanueva, Jessica Bernado, 
Marissa Mesquita, Alysha Gilliard 

With new coaches and new players, the Kubasaki Girl's 
Soccer teams are heading down the road for success. With 
a bumpy start changing coaches early in the season, the 
varsity team doesn't let that affect them. The Varsity team 
stands at a 4-1 record after beating their biggest rival, the 
Kadena Panthers. Last year's varsity girls came in 2nd 
place during the Far East competition. Knowing they 
were just a one place away from the title, these young 
ladies are preparing themsel ves and working hard to bring 
the banner home this year. Junior Varsity, too, have 
undergone some big changes. With a new coach, the 
junior varsity stand at a record with three wins and two 
losses so far. The JV Girl's Soccer team shows that they 
can handle whatever comes their way, and they know it 
won't distract them from their goals. These young ladies 
are looking forward a great season while the varsity girls 
are looking forward to Far East where they are determined 
to bring the banner home this year. Let's go Dragons! 

Kubasaki's Lady Dragons warm up before a 
"amea^ike^tt^tadiun^^^^^^^^ 

Back Row: Coach Malik, Keliana Rios, Venisha Smith, Kennady White, Natalya 
Johnson, Aijia Peters, Talea Wilcox, Violeta Mercado, Destiny Shiroma, Kelsey 
Spangenberger Front Row: Sarah Hall, Jakayla Turner, Rocky Manzanet, Aika 
Sanders, Carson Hudson, Delaney McBride, Shantrell Burke, Erika Johnson 1 Jakayla Turner (#6) runs forward as she 

keeps up with ball and makes her way down 
the field to the opposing team's side. 
2. Aijia Peters (#11) headbutts the ball to keep 
it away from the opposing team. 
3. Violeta Mercado (#12) and the defender 
race each other to be the first one to the ball. 
4. Kubasaki's Junior Varsity soccer team join 
together after the game in a team huddle. 



1. Ryan Moon (#12) charges up to the ball and kicks it across the field to 
get it closer to their goal. 
2. After a failed attempt to score from the opposing team, Richard HH 
Erland (Goalie) makes a kick to his teammates to continue on the game. 
3. After a pass, Derrick Sanders (#6) dribbles the ball and moves down LpMf 
the field, bringing the ball closer to the goal. p 15 -
4. Justin Sotingco (#3) defends the ball against his rivals with hopes of *|J *HI 
scoring what could be the decisive goal and a victory for the Dragons. 1 
5. Tybrus Ascencio (#5) shields the ball against an opponent to keep the JyC# $ r 
ball in Kubasaki's possession. IjC' \ 
6. Hannibal Pharathikoune (#18) challenges his opposing player and ^ • 
successfully steals the ball away. gs».' 
7. Yuri Burgard (#9) fights for the ball against his opponent to show '™~ vff; 
who is the dominant number player on the field. 4. ; v . : 

w, n,iftnrt >„•«!»* » fA* fcitMSwm. -: ~ 

1 
.v'ith an unsuccessful pass from the u-
opponent, Imani Washington (#7) • 
speeds up to the ball to intercept it. 

hAft? fnvr 
"The rules of soccer are simple; if it moves, kick it. If i t doesn't move, kick it until it does." -

v Ra cing down the field to their goal, Devon Rodriguez (#13) makes a powerful 
r_kick and scores a goal for Coach Eastman's Varsity Boys Soccer team. 
SHUBBBBHHBBK .. ^SS^9flHHRBnSHHHnBSBBEfion^%S8SHSBHBRraBBIEiaE9BEB 

"Show me 
how you 

and I'll 
show you 
who you 

are." 
- Tybrus Ascencio 

Phil Woosnam 

"I am a member 
of a team, and I 
rely on the team, 
I defer to it and 
sacrifice for it 
because the 

team, not the 
individual, is the 

ultimate 
champion." 

Kai Stallings 



•Back Rnw: Brandon Peters, Jonathan Orr, Tomas Leal, Andrew Gipson, 
jNathen Mergen, Jonas Knudsen, Drake Foreman, Coach Washington 
[Front Rnw : Christian Macaluso, Diego Miranda, Rene Heredia, Scott 
IFugate, Christian Sykes, Morihito Rempola, Anthony Macaluso 

k-JL 

Back Row: Brenden Neu, Aaron Manuel. Kai Stallings, Y uri Burgard, Devon 
Rodriguez, William Wagner, Luke Estes, Iseiah Washington, Richard Erland 
Front Row: Imani Washington, Tanner Stamper, Justin Sotingco, Derrick 
Sanders, Tybrus Ascencio. Ryan Moon, Darrell Sagun, Hannibal 
Pharathikoune 

The Kubasaki Boys' Varsity Soccer team started 
off the season with nine returners from last year. 
Since the beginning of the season, the team's speed 
and aggressiveness has steadily improved. The 
boys always try to play a positive game by 
encouraging each other on the field. Halfway into 
the season, the boys had won the majority of their 
games scoring their goals from a variety of players. 
Coach Eastman is pleased with his players, but he 
knows there's room for improvement. At the mid
point of the season, the boy had five wins, two 
losses, and one tie. The boy's dedication and 
commitment to the team motivated them to work 
hard to have a good placing at Far East taking place 
on Okinawa in May. 

-Brenden Neu (#14) sprints to the "ball, gets in 
"front of his defenders, and takes the ball down 
^the field to nut the ball in the back of the net. 

3mmmrspy 

1. Scott Fugate (#5) attempts to control the ball before the 
other team does. 
2. After a steal, Christian Sykes (#20) sprints down the field 
determined to reach the opposite side and score a goal for 
Kubasaki. 
3. Diego Miranda (#11) defends the ball as a Kadena player 
challenges to steal the ball, but fails to. 
4. Brandon Peters (#10) fends off a defender to push the ball 
forward. 
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"All it takes is all you got " -Marc Davis 

1. Concentrating on the finishline, La'Keriya Jackson uses her all to swiftly run 
past her rivals in the 100 meter dash. 
2. With considerable determination, Dequan Alderman, Winston Maxwell, and 
Jakob Williams sprint in the 200 toward the finish line. 
3. Out of the 1600 meter girls, Samantha Fugate is the first runner up for Kubasaki 
and leads the pack by maintaining an amazing pace. 
4. Sprinting Johann Wright is determined to make his way to the finish line. 
5. Courtney Ford dashes to give her teammate the baton. 

« Vf\trr ^1. A" V ii-s* I ; .v --«?*. 1 i 
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"Don't quit. 
You're 

already in 
pain, you're 

already 
hurt, get a 

reward 
from it." 

Joseph 
Cervantes 

"Although 
track is hard 

and we 
compete 

|against each 
other, we're 
still one big 

family-
Nina 

Yamaguchi 



; and Jessica Freedman support 

iftly leaps over the hurdle to 

. clears each hurdle st 

'e 
supports 

tes do 
nt a nd focused 

have proven they are 
e commitment they have 

x j u uas ma(je brought 
them stronger than ever. IV 

en though a lot of the track pe< 
it still feels like 

each other and wants to see 
better." This team is very consis 
during their meets and give it all they got to reach 
victory. With so much talent and potential 
displayed on the team this year, and with the 

idance of Coach Fick, Coach Windhom, and 
bach Hernden, these athletes have high hopes in 

g the Far East banner. This team gives it 
1, whether rain or shine. The Dragon's track 

ves that they are not only one of the 
one of the most committed here 
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4x100 team members that broke the Pacific Record 
-

The Kubasaki Track team started off their 
season with an amazing start. These young 
athletes' motivation and dedication brought 
them together as one team and one family. They 
used their ability to learn from each other, 
show off their talents on the track. With so many 
rewards and records being broken, Kubasaki 
looks like they're going to bring both the girls 
and boys 1st Division Champion title home this 
season. Special recognition goes to the top 
distance runners, throwers, sprinter, and 4x100 
members that broke the Pacific Record. These 
athletes have helped bring the Dragon's to 
victory, and helped maintain last year's title. 

Top Throwers Top Sprinter I 

DRAGON* 

Johnathon 
Johnson 

Top Distance Runners 

DeQuan 
Aldermar 
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"Alysa is a committed freshman 
and is a quick utility player which 
means / can put her anywhere on 
the field and she knows she'll play 
the position well. Her can do 
attitude brings positive attitudes 
on the team." 

"Shelby tackles and applies 
everything that's given to 
her. She shows a positive 
attitude and has an amazing 
work ethic." 
- Coach Davis 

- Coach Davis Shelby Clardy 

Marissa Mesquita 

"Marissa's a hard worker. She's 
constantly improving and 
maturing. Marissa always 
supported her team, and was just 
a natural leader. She plays like a 
boss." 
- Coach Malik 

Natayla Johnson 

"Natayla 's gotten better with 
her legs, and in her game. 
She's mentally focused, and 
plays like a beast. She's 
naturally good and 
talented." 
- Coach Malik 

"I've been coaching Ryan since 
his junior year and he wasn | as 
strong with his ball handling 
skills as he is now. This season, his 
performance grew tremendously 
and he is more valuable to the 
varsity team. Yet, it should of been 

le as 'Most Improved'." 
Coach Eastman 

ft 

^UBASAK / 
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Morihito Rerhpola 

"Morihito comes to practice 
every day wanting to get 
better and willing to work 
hard. His can-do attitude, 
and never-quit dedication, 
not only makes him a good 
player, but it also raises the 
level of his teammates." 
- Coach Washington 

'He has worked hard on his short game, 
and his overall scoring has improved." 

Coach Driggs 

"He was the first person that came into 
my mind." 
- Coach Toor 
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Austin 

Graduation day has come too quickly. 

Only yesterday you were chasing lizards, 

racing snails, playing Batman, and 

coloring A's on everything. With great 

pride, we have cherished watching you 

grow into a caring, kind-hearted, 

funny young man. We are excited for your 

next chapter at PSO. Remember "Gold 

medals aren't really made of gold. 

They're made of sweat, determination, 

and hard-to-find alloy called guts" 

(Dan Gable). These are words to take with 

you beyond today; in all that you do 

throughout your life. Wishing nothing 

but love, happiness, and success 
for you!!! 

Love, Dad, Momma, and Sissy 





To our beautiful 
angel Gabriella: 
We are so proud 

of your 
accomplishments. 
You have a great 
journey ahead of 
you... whatever 

you choose, 
believe in yourself 

because WE 
believe in YOU! 

Love always, 
Dad &Mom 
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,sey-kun 

TO VQUPL' 

yUMMY Making the 

Ryan. 
As you start a new chapter in life we want 
to leave you words of wisdom.— 
"I can do all things through Christ which 
strengthens me" Phil. 4:13 
We know you will grow strong, firm, and 
deeply rooted (PsL3) 
Love bunches, Bp Mom and Dad! A 



I am so proud of you. It seems like yesterday I cradled you in my 
arms and today you stand before me a beautiful young woman. 
Amazing how in the blink of an eye, time has flown by. As you find a 

your way in life, I hope you never forget who you are and realize f 
your life is truly your own. Live it to the fullest. You will always be J 
my Angel sent to me from the heavens above. I Love You. 

- Mama 

iS fiT i 

icy Sanfiffv 
"The greater danger for most of us lies not Sri setting 

our aim too high and falling short; but in setting our 

aim too low, and achieving our mark"-Michelangelo 

Aim for the stars! 

NW I.ove Mom & Dad 

V 
V 





"Home is behind, the world ahead, 
And there are many paths to tread. 

Through shadows to the edge of the night 
Until the stars are all alight. 

Then world behind and home ahead, 
We'll wander back to home and bed. 
Mist and twlight, cloud and shade, 
Away shall lade! Away shall fade! 

7///////S 
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Devonj we are sooo very proud of\ 
wou and the man you have become! \ 
V3e pr oud of your accomplishments V 

k \thus far and continue to achieve 
\ Weat things. You are a blessing 
\ \to our family and we love you so 
J^*krnuch! Love. Mom. Dad & Dylan. 





"Keep your eyes on the stars and your feet on the ground" 

-Theodore Roosevelt 

"Yo hago lo imposible porque lo possible lo hace caulquiera. 
-Pablo Picasso 

Mija, 
Words can't explain how-

proud and loved you are. 
As you end & begin the 
next step of your life we 
want you to know that we 
will always be there for 

you. 

We Love you-

Mom, Dad, and Eric 

Jessie, eres una jovencita con 
conviccion y fortaleza. (Tenemos 
toda la certes del mundo que ha
ras lo imposible! jMuchos besos 

y abrazos! 
tie, Yayi, Mimi, Rati, 

Abuela & Abuelo 

Jessica, 
As y ou graduate and make your 

way into a fresh new tomorrow; 
may God bless you in every 

endeavor and protect your future 
pathways. Remember to always 
draw your strength from above. 
We are two very proud grandpar

ents and Love you very much 
Meme & Papa 
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We are so proud of the young mon you 
have become. Always strive to do your very 

best and we love you! 
Congratulations, Mom, Dad, Summer, and 

Samantha 

!TH®MWS»W'ARREN 

Kennedy, 
We are so proud of the young lady you have 
grown into. Congratulations we couldnt be 
prouder! NOW CO START YOUR JOURNEY! 
We love you Dad, Mom, Clay, Kendall 
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Our Dearest Ameyna "Moo",' 
It is our pleasure to have been blessed with such 
a loving daughter. Your smile and laughter can 
light a room and bring joy to those around you. 
Your unwavering love and vibrant spirit 
enlightens the world and everyone who meets 
you. You have worked so hard to complete this 
phase of your l ife and we are so very proud of 
you. As you begin the next phase in your 
journey, we wish you good fortune and know 
that you will succeed in any endeavor you 
choose. We look forward to watching you 
achieve your dreams and goals as you blossom 
into a mature young woman. Thank you for 
being a wonderful daughter, sister, and friend. 

With our warmest wishes and love, 
Mom, Dad, Tayla Boo and Rylee Roo 



Words cannot express how extremely proud we 
are of you. You have grown from a little girl 
scared of the dark to a beautiful young lady 
ready to take on the world. You can do anything 
you set your mind to. We are your biggest 
supporters. Congratulations. 

Love, 
Mom & Dad. 



My eternal blessing, Jarrett Adolphus, 
Before I knew you, I loved you. Thank you 
for being such an awesome son. I have had 
the honor of watching you grow from a 
skinny, tall kid with big ears in to a caring, 
kind-hearted young man. Now is the time 
to do what you do, you have come to 
another milestone in you life. Remember: 
This is the Lord's doing; it is marvelous in 
our eyes. Psalm 118:23 

Love, Mommy! 



Congratulations! Vou are now on the road to a new 
chapter in your life and we are so proud of y ou! 
Always remember to live your life to the max and 
that nothing ventured is nothing gained. 
All of o ur love, 
Mom, Dad, and Michelle 
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Go Now^uid Live 
Experience? DreamiRisk. Close your eyes and jump. 
Enjoy the freeSgalL"fthoose exhilaration over comfort. 
Choose magic overigredictability. Choose potential over safety. 
Wake up to the maJfc of the everyday life. 
Make friends with your intuition. 
Trust your gutjDiscoyer the beauty of uncertainty. 
Know yourself fully before you make promises to another. 
Make millions of mistakes so that you will know how to choose 
what you really need. Know when to hold on and when to let go 
Love hard and often without reservation. 
Seek knowledge. Open yourself to possibility. 
Keep your heaft open, your head high and your spirit free. 
Embrace your darkness along with your light. 
Be wrong every once in awhile, and don't be afraid to admit it. 
Awaken to the brilliance in ordinary moments. 
Tell the truth about yourself no matter what the cost. 
Own your reality without apology. 
See greatness in the world. 
Be grateful. Be wild, crazy, and gloriously free. 
Be YOU. 
GO NOW AND LIKE! 



"Mikaela, you are an incredible daughter that never ceases to 
amaze us with your gifts and talents. You will do great things! 

Greatness is all over your life and is ready to explode on a stage 
that's been designed foryou! Take your place in destiny." 

You make us proud! 
We love you,Mom & Pad 

"/ •am 2C/J 

You have grown to be a smart, beautiful, young lady that we are extremely 

proud of. May God guide you through which ever endeavors you choose. 

We love you always." 

Love, Mommy and Daddy 

urner 



Tyesha and Tyshon, we are proud of the 
young woman and man the two of you are 

becoming, keep up the good work and 
keep Cod first - Love Mom and Dad 



the Adventure on the Road 
T n  P f ^ h r i i ^ r v  nf  90  1  A c p n i n r  HPQII R a n n i r  CP In February of 2014, senior Dean Baquir set off to 

Tokyo, Japan to play in the League of Legends 
tournament, a game that struck the internet world in 
2008 and has since become a worldwide phenomenal 
game. Many teams gathered from around Asia to 
participate, and went head-to-head to claim the title of 
the Champions of League of Legends. 

In the summer of 2013, many of the Kubasaki 
Volleyball players who participate in the all year Shisa 
Volleyball Club, went to the Philippines to help the less 
fortunate. They went to orphanages, fed families, and 
helped with mission work. Junior Crystal Sieber states 
that "It was one of the best experiences of my life." 

Jessica Meno, an outstanding student at Kubasaki High 
School, continues her long list of academic success stories 
by being accepted to Stanford University, considered by 
many the Ivy League school of the West Coast. After four 
years of dedication and lack of sleep at Kubasaki, Jessica's 
hard work had finally paid off. Congratulations Jessica! 

"I was shocked. I wasn't expecting 
it at all. While my mom was 
jumping off the walls, all I could do 
was sit and stare in disbelief. It still 
feels surreal even months after 
opening that acceptance letter." 
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This Trend is a Hoot 
The wise, wide-eyed owl is 
popping up everywhere as 
a whimsical motif in jewelry 
and accessories. 

Zombies Invade Pop Culture 
Zombies walk and feed among the living in hit movies, 
popular television shows, and trendy costume parties. 

Tris Trumps Katniss 
Amazon.com announces that pre-orders for Allegiant, the final 
book in the Divergent trilogy by Veronica Roth, are outselling 
the final book in the Hunger Games trilogy. 

Smooth Move 
Kids take over the family blender to make quick, healthy fruit 
and veggie smoothies for breakfast or afternoon snacks. 

Hurmel 

New Hair Hues 
Hairstylists report that their 
customers, male and female, 
are asking for ombrd hair color 
that starts dark at the roots 
and becomes gradually lighter 
toward the ends. 

Nutritious Candy 
The Gatorade® brand introduces 
G Endurance® Carb Energy 
Chews, a sweet treat that contains 
carbohydrates and B vitamins for athletes. 

A New Twist 
Pretzels are the latest fad food. Fast food 
restaurants introduce new sandwiches on 
pretzel buns. Pretzel-based snack foods soar 
in popularity. 



KEEP 
CALM 

AND 

CARRY 
ON 

Everyone's Using 
Social Media Hashtags 
The Twitter #hashtag helps users connect to 
trending topics; entertainers, sports figures, 
and consumer brands get in on the act. 

World's Most Powerful Celebrities 2013 
1. Oprah Winfrey, $77M 6. Taylor Swift, $55M 
2. Lady Gaga, $80M 7. Bon Jovi, $79M 
3. Steven Spielberg, $100M 8. Roger Federer, $71M 
4. Beyoncb Knowles, $53M 9. Justin Bieber, $58M 
5. Madonna, $125M 10. El len DeGeneres, $56M 

Forbes Magazine 

SARAH 
DESSE 

som^cards 
user card 

Keep Calm and Be Silly 
"Keep Calm and Carry On," a 
British slogan from World War 
II, inspires parodies like "Keep 
Calm and Have a Cupcake." 

Dessen Fans Welcome New Novel 
Voung adult fiction writer Sarah Dessen 
releases her twelfth book, The Moon and 
More, about a young woman who is about 
to leave her coastal hometown for college. 

Better With Bacon 
It's not ju st for breakfast 
anymore. Trendy restaurant 
chels and home cooks add 
bacon to everything from 
appetizers to desserts. 

Sundays should be 
hours so I have more 
time to put off doing 
my homework... 

Advertisers Connect With Social Media Users 
Consumer brands like Ford and The Home Depot are featured on 
Someecards, the humorous electronic greeting cards users share 
on Facebook. 



Huston Rolls to Gold 
Eighteen-year-old skateboarder Nyjah 
Huston takes home the Street League 
Skateboarding Gold at the X Games in 
Los Angeles. 

Serena Wins in Queens 
Tennis champion Serena Williams wins her 17th Grand Slam 
by defeating Victoria Azarenka for the women's singles title at 
the U.S. Open. 

Tiger Tops the Tour 
Golfer Tiger Woods tops the 2013 PGA Player of the Year 
final standings for the 11th time in 16 seasons as a PGA 
Tour professional. 

Johnson Picks Up Six-pack 
NASCAR driver Jimmie Johnson wins his sixth Sprint Cup 
championship and finally lives up to his Twitter hashtag, #6Pack. 

Twin Sisters Seek Gold In Sochi 
The first set of twins to play women's ice 
hockey in the Olympic Winter Games return to 
Team USA. Monique and Jocelyne Lamoureux 
compete in Russia. 

Curling Teams Compete in Sochi 
Team USA sends men's and women's curling teams 
to compete for Olympic Gold at Ihe Ice Cube Curling 
Center in Sochi, Russia. 

Nadal Wins 13th Grand Slam 
Spanish tennis great Rafael Nadal 
triumphs over his Serbian opponent 
Novak Djokovic at the U.S. Open to 
claim his 13th Grand Slam title. 

Bobsled Team Seeks Second 
Olympic Gold 
The U.S. four-man bobsled team travels to 
the Winter Olympic Games in Sochi, hoping 
to win a second consecutive gold medal. 
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Lynx are WNBA Champs Again 
The Minnesota Lynx win their second WNBA 
title in three years, finishing the sweep with 
an 86-77 win over the Atlanta Dream. 

Spurs Can't Take the Heat 
In the final gam e of the NBA 
championship, LeBron James 
and the Miami HEAT defeat the 
San Antonio Spurs 95-88. 

Seahawks Win Super Bowl 
The Seattle SeahawKs achieve a decisive, 
43-8 victory over the Denver Broncos to 
claim the Lombardi Trophy in Super Bowl 
XLVIII at New Jersey's MetLife Stadium. 

Mayweather Rules 
the Ring 
Boxer Floyd Mayweather, Jr. 
defeats light middleweight 
rising star Saul "El Canelo" 
Alvarez at the MGM Grand 
Garden Arena in Las Vegas. 

Sox Win the Series 
As the Fenway Park crowd roars, the Boston Red Sox 
beat the St. Louis Cardinals 6-1 in Game 6 of the 
World Series. 

Teen Golfer Goes Pro 
New Zealand golfer Lydia 
Ko, 16, isadmilted to the 
LPGA tour even though the 
minimum age is 18. She is 
the youngest person ever to 
win a pro golf tour event. 

Top Five Athletes With the Largest Twitter Following: 
1. Christiano Ronaldo, 22M 4. Neymar Junior, 9M 
2. Ricardo Kaka, 17M 5. Shaquille O'Neal, 8M 
3. LeBron James, 10M 

Yahoo.com 



Lorde Lands a Hit with "Royals" 
Seventeen-year-old Ella Maria Lani Yelich-O'Connor, belter 
known as Lorde, is Ihe first New Zealand solo arlist lo have 
a No. 1 song in the United States. 

Searching tor Jay Z 
Google releases a year-end list ol most searched songs; Jay Z 
is the only artist with two songs among the Top 10. 

Rapper Recruits for the ACLU 
Macklemore releases a video encouraging tans to jo in 
the American Civil Liberties Union, a nonpartisan 
nonprolit that protects free speech and other rights. 

Swift Rules the AMAs 
Taylor Swift takes home lour American Music Awards trophies, 
including Artist of Ihe Year, lor a career total of 15 AMA awards. 

Bruno on the Ball 
Singer-songwriter Bruno 
Mars is tapped to perform 
in the Super Bowl XLVIII 
halftime show. 

ItWdNE 3R4GONS 
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Soundtrack Features Platinum Alt Rockers 
The soundtrack for T he Hunger Games: Catching Fire includes 
"Who We Are" by Imagine Dragons, whose first album Night 
1//S/0/7S is certified platinum. 



The People Choose Pink 
Pink nabs three nominations in the People's 
Choice Awards. Her album, The Truth About Love, 
reaches No. 1 on the Billboard 200. 

EMM3VI] 

Most Downloaded Songs of 2013 
1. Thrift Shop by Macklemore & Ryan Lewis 
2. Blurred Lines by Robin Thicke 
3. Radioactive by Imagine Dragons 
4. Just Give Me a Reason by Pink 
5. Can't Hold Us by Macklemore & Ryan Lewis 

Reuters.com 

Katy Roars 
Katy Perry's power pop song, "Roar," the 
first single from her tourth album, Prism, 
tops music charts in the United States 

oinht nlhor rnnntrips 

Florida Georgia Line Sees 
Double at CMA Awards 
Tyler Hubbard and Brian Kelley ot Florida 
Georgia Line take home two trophies 
for their single, "Cruise," at the Country 
Music Association Awards. 

Redman Receives Six Awards 
Singer-songwriter Matt Redman won six 
2013 GMA Dove Awards, including Song 
of the Year and Songwriter of the Year tor 
"10,000 Reasons (Bless the Lord)." 

Timberlake Tops Twice 
Justin Timberlake's The 20/20 Experience— 
second of 2 album debuts at No. 1 on the charts, 
his second chart-topping album of the year. 

Eminem and Rihanna Pair Up 
Eminem invites Rihanna to collaborate on 
"The Monster," a track that combines his 
rhymes with her melodic pop hooks. 



Get Insurance 

The Health Insurance 
Marketplace is Open! 

World Mourns Madiba 
The death of South Africa's first black president, the 
anti-apartheid activist Nelson Mandela, inspires heartfelt 
tributes around the world. 

Prize Awarded to Malala 
Sixteen-year-old Malala Yousafzai, a Pakistani activist 
dedicated to education for girls, receives the International 
Children's Peace Prize. 

Xbox's Biggest Launch Ever 
In its first 24 hours, the Xbox One" console 
sells one million units worldwide, making the 
debut the most successful in Xbox history. 

The Year's Largest 
Typhoon Hits the 
Philippines 
Typhoon Haiyan, one of 
the strongest storms in 
recorded history, swept 
the Philippines with heavy 
rains and wind gusts up to 
235 mph. 

Individuals & Families Small Businesses All Topics v 

Find new health care options that meet your needs and fit 
your budget. Apply for coverage that can begin as soon as 
January 1. 

SEE PLANS AND PRICES IN YOUR AREA 

APPLY ONLINE APPLY BY PHONE 

Detroit Files for Bankruptcy 
Citing debts amounting to 
$18 billion, Detroit files for 
Chapter 9 Bankruptcy protection. 
It is the most populous American 
city in history to go bankrupt. 

American Fugitive Finds Asylum in Russia 
Edward Snowden, a former National Security Agency contractor 
who leaked classified documents, is granted temporary asylum 
in Russia. 

Congress Ends Government Shutdown 
A budget bill that raises the nation's debt ceiling is signed 
by President Obama, ending a 16-day shutdown of the 
federal government. 

ObamaCare Launch Marred 
by Website Glitches 
Open enrollment for health insurance begins 
at healthcare.gov; users are frustrated as the 
website freezes and crashes repeatedly. 

Healthcare gov 



Time Magazine Announces its 16 Most Influential Teens of 2013 
1. Lorde, 17 
2. Lydia Ko , 16 
3. Nick D 'Aloisio, 18 
4. Missy F ranklin, 18 
5. Kendall Jenner, 18 

6. Ky lie Jenner, 16 
7. Da nte de B lasio, 16 
8. M alala Yousafzai, 16 
9. Kiernan S hipka, 1 4 

10. lon ut B udisteanu, 19 

11. Ma lia Ob ama, 15 
12. Ma ya V an W agenen, 15 
13. Ju sdn B ieber, 1 9 
14. Be th R eekles, 17 
15. Ch loe Gr ace Mo retz, 16 
16. Ha ilee St einteld. 16 

Concussion Concerns Prompt 
Equipment Improvements 
Sporting goods manufacturers 
respond to parents' worries about 
concussion injuries by making 
helmets more protective. 

time100.lime,com 

Hillary Clinton Resigns 
Secretary of State Post 
After serving four years as the nation's 67th Secretary of 
State and achieving high approval ratings, Hillary Clinton 
steps down. Her replacement is Sen. John Kerry. 

Pope Francis Urges Church 
to Change Its Ways 
Pope Francis preaches compassion 
in his 84-page manifesto "The Joy 
of the Gospel," in which he urges 
Catholics to address the needs of 
the poor. 



A Supernatural Education 
The first film adaptation of Richelle 
Mead's popular series of young 
adult books is released as Vampire 
Academy: Blood Sisters. 

SJ aifflaii WM 

A Sinister Future Calls for a C lever Heroine 
The lirst book in Veronica Roth's dystopian trilogy is adapted 
for the big screen. Shailene Woodley stars as Beatrice "Tris" 
Prior in Divergent. 

The First Avenger Comes Back for Seconds 
Marvel's Captain America returns to the big screen to stop 
a shadowy assassin in Captain America: The Winter Soldier 

A Classic Romance for a N ew Generation 
Downion Abbey creator Julian Fellowes adapts the story ol 
Shakespeare's star-crossed lovers for the big screen in 
Romeo & Juliet 

Meanwhile, in Middle Earth 
Bilbo Baggins treks across the silver screen in The Hobbit: The 
Desolation ofSmaug, the second of a three-part series based on 
the J.R.R.Tolkien novel. 

A Real-life Pirate Story 
When desperate Somali pirates hijack the American cargo ship MVMaersk Alabama. 
its captain undergoes a life-threatening ordeal in Captain Phillips. 

A Heroic Success 
Thor saves the universe from the dark 
intentions of the evil Malekith as Thor: 
The Dark World earns more than $500 
million worldwide. 

A Gifted Teen Masters 
Games of War 
Andrew "Ender" Wiggin is a brilliant boy 
recruited by the military to help save Earth 
from an invasion of evil aliens in the sci-fi 
thriller Ender's Game. 

Frozen Gets a Warm Reception 
Critics and audiences fall for Disney's Frozen. 
the computer-animated musical tale ol princess 
siblings, a magic snowman and a kingdom 
trapped in eternal winter. 



Astronaut Movie Hits 
the Stratosphere 
Gravity, a feature film starring 
Sandra Bullock and George 
Clooney as astronauts in danger 
earns a record-breaking $55.6 
million on its opening weekend. 

Katniss Sets Box 4 
Office Ablaze 
Box ollice receipts ot $161 million 
Irani the lirsl weekend ol Tlw 
Hunger Games: Calcliing Fire set 
a record lor llie best November 
opening ol all lime. 

Spider-Man Swings Back 
for a Sequel 
New York is once again threatened by evil 
villains with formidable powers. Andrew 
Garfield returns to play the title role in 
The Amazing Spider-Man 2. 

Transformers Return to Theaters 
Earth is once again in danger, as humankind 
contends with the dangers of technology 
and the struggle between good and evil in 
Transformers 4: Age ol Extinclion. 

2013 Box Office Sales Domestic 
1. Iron Man 3 6. Frozen 
2. The Hunger Games: Catching Fire 7. Gravity 
3. Despicable Me 2 8. Fast & Furious 6 
4. Man of Steel 9- Oz: The Great and Powerful 
5. Monsters University 10- Star Trek Into Darkness 

boxofficemojo.com 



® App Store 

iPhone® 5S Garners Praise 
| Apple introduces its latest 
I iPhone with an improved camera, 
I TouchID fingerprint sensor and 

J best-in-class motion sensors. 

Game Builds Success Block by Block 
Minecraft, an open world game that gives players the 
freedom to shape their own worlds, hits $33 million in sales 
across ail platforms. 

Mobile Gaming Fans Welcome Adventure 
Game Sequel 
With more than a million downloads in less than three days, the 
new Temple Run 2 is one of the year's most successful apps. 

Even Parents Know 
What it Means 
The term "selfie," coined by 
social media users to describe 
self-portrait snapshots, is 
officially added to the lexicon 
by dictionary publishers. 

Hump Day Ad Garners 
Heaps of S hares 
GEICO's "Hump Day" ad, starring 
an annoyingly gleeful camel, is 
one of the year's most popular, 
with more than 4 million shares 
on social media. 

Fox V ideo is a Viral Hit 
"The Fox (What Does the Fox Say?)," a music video by a 
Norwegian comedy team, Ylvis, goes viral with more than 
192 million views on YouTube. 

Controversy Surrounds Social Networking App 
Ask.fm, a social networking app where users post questions 
and comments anonymously, is linked to cyber bullying. 

Vine of the Times 
Vine, the new social video network where people upload 
six-second mini-movies, called "Vines," attracts more than 
40 million users in just 10 months. 



Game Company Cashes In 
The company that produces Candy Crush Saga 
reports earnings of $650,000 per day from users 
who pay to unlock premium features. 

Smartwatch Sells Well 
Despite so-so reviews by technology columnists, 
the Galaxy Gear smartwatch achieves better-than-
expected sales. 



Sounds Colorful 
The must-have headphones 
of the moment, Beats Solo 
HD by Dr. Dre, are available 
in a range of colors with a 
matte finish. 

Mystery Series Casts a Spell on Teens 
Fans of supernatural thrillers tune in to Ravenswood, 
a spooky spin-off of the popular series Pretty Little 
Liars on the ABC Family network. 

Fallon Earns an Earlier Bedtime 
Jimmy Fallon hosts Saturday Night b/Ve before leaving his Late 
Night with Jimmy Fallon time slot to replace Jay Leno as host 
of The Tonight Show. 

Alice's Wonderland Comes to Life 
In the ABC spin-off drama Once Upon a Time in Wonderland. 
a girl in Victorian London is caught between the real world and 
a magical wonderland. 

A Case of Mistaken Identity 
A misunderstanding about an accident results in 
unexpected popularity for an outsider high school girl 
on the MTV sitcom Awkward 

Stealing More Than Gold and Kingdoms 
For the second year in a row, Game ol Thrones. 
HBO's fantasy drama, tops the TorrentFreak list of 
the most pirated television shows. 

Crime Saga Airs Final Season 
The story of Walter White, a chemistry teacher 
and cancer patient turned meth producer, 
reaches its conclusion in season five of 
Breaking Bad on AMC. 

A Man Around the House 
Melissa & Joey, a sitcom about a woman who hires a male nanny to care for her niece and 
nephew, receives a nomination from the People's Choice Awards. 



Horror Drama Is Most-watched 
By the mid-season finale of its fourth season, AMC's 
The Walking Dead is the highest rated cable series in 
television history. 

Glee Garners Awards 
The Teen Choice Awards presents Glee with the award 
for Choice TV Show: Comedy. The musical comedy 
series also picks up eight People's Choice Award 
nominations. 

Sharknado Trends 
on Twitter 
With more than 300,000 
tweets during airtime, the 
Syfy channel's Sharknado, 
a disaster movie with so-so 
ratings, achieves breakthrough 
social media numbers. 

Rookie Cop Show Wins Two Golden Globes 
Brooklyn Nine-Nine, a new comedy on Fox, wins a Golden 
Globe award for Best Comedy Series; star Andy Samberg 
wins B est Actor in a Comedy Series. 

Cable Providers Offer Netflix Streaming 
Cable companies try cooperating with rival Netflix 
so customers can get streaming content straight 
from their cable boxes. 



A Til* Benjamin Gets 
a Makeover 
A redesigned $100 bill is 
released into circulation. 
It features a 3-D security 
ribbon that will make it 
harder for counterfeiters 
to produce copies. 

Highest Selling NBA 
Jerseys for 2012-13 

1. United Way, S3.926B 
2. Salvation Army, $1,885B 
3. Task Force tor Global Health, $1,660B 
4. Feeding America, $1,511B 
5. Catholic Charities USA, $1,447B 
6. Goodwill Industries International, $949M 
7. Food lor the Poor, $891M 
8. American Cancer So ciety, $889M 
9. The Y-YMCA, $827M 
10. World Vision, S826M 

Forbes.com 

1. LeBron James, Miami Heat 
2. Derrick Rose, Chicago Bulls 
3. Kobe Bryant, Los Angeles Lakers 
4. Kevin Durant, Oklahoma City Thunder 
5. Carmelo Anthony, New York Knicks 
6. Dwyane Wade, Miami Heat 
7. Dwight Howard, Los Angeles Lakers 
8. Deron Williams, Brooklyn Nets 
9. Blake Griffin, Los Angeles Clippers 
10. Rajon Rondo, Boston Celtics 

usatoday.com 
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